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6XPPDU\
In this work, ultrafast dynamics of different organic and inorganic systems 
were investigated by means of time-resolved pump-probe spectroscopy in 
combination with other spectroscopic methods. These dynamics include, 
for example, the excited state relaxation, rate constants, and mechanisms of 
charge transfer between donor and acceptor, as well as ultrafast carrier 
dynamics in nanostructural inorganic clusters. The systems comprise supra-
molecular metalloporphyrins, DNA-mediated charge donor and acceptor 
systems, and inorganic cyclic coordination iron-lanthanide clusters. 
8OWUDIDVW'\QDPLFVRI0HWDOORSRUSK\ULQV
The photophysical properties and ultrafast relaxation dynamics of the first 
excited state of meso-tetra-phenylporphyrinato magnesium (II) (MgTPP) 
and meso-tetra-phenylporphyrinato cadmium (II) (CdTPP) in tetrahydro-
furan (THF) have been investigated. In the case of MgTPP, two rapid 
components on subpicosecond (~100 fs) and picosecond (~3.5 ps) time-
scales can be assigned to an ultrafast spectral shift of stimulated emission 
and vibrational relaxation in the first excited state. The last time constant in 
the nanosecond regime can be associated to the relaxation to the ground 
state via internal conversion and fluorescence and/or to higher triplet state 
via intersystem crossing. The experimental observations suggested that the 
presence of dark states might influence the depopulation of higher excited 
states. These states were found at 3.36 eV on the blue side of the Soret-
band of MgTPP. For CdTPP, the lifetime of the first excited state (a110 ps)
is much shorter than in MgTPP due to fast and efficient intersystem cros-
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sing, while the fast component (a5.5 ps) is the time of vibrational relaxa-
tion which agrees with that in MgTPP. The absence of the fastest relaxation 
(subpicosecond timescale) might be caused by the more rigid structure of 
CdTPP in contrast to MgTPP. From the transient absorption spectra of 
CdTPP, an additional absorption band at about 3.45 eV revealed an effi-
cient relaxation channel to a higher triplet state, which could be responsible 
for the short lifetime of the first excited state relative to that of MgTPP 
proposed by earlier studies. Moreover, a pump-probe response beyond 
1600 nm suggests the existence of another relaxation channel besides inter-
system crossing with a comparably low lying dark state. TDDFT-calcula-
tions show that the dark states originate from an orbital localized on the N-
atoms which continuously drops in energy in the series Mg, Zn, Cd. The 
theoretical results are in good agreement with the experimental findings. In 
addition, an unusual high transient anisotropy, up to 0.65 in CdTPP, was 
recorded, which decays on a 100 ps timescale. In contrast to previous 
works, this behavior was explained by an incoherent mixing of excited 
state absorption, ground state bleaching, and stimulated emission. 
'1$PHGLDWHG&KDUJH7UDQVIHU 
Ultrafast charge transfer dynamics between 6-N,N-dimethylaminopyren-
PRGLILHG¶-deoxyuridine (Ap-dU) as charge acceptor and Nile red-modi-
fied ¶-deoxyuridine (Nr-dU) as charge donor through a DNA double helix 
has been studied. The efficiency of the fluorescence quenching in Nr-dU
depends on two components: a) the presence of the charge acceptor Ap-
dU; and b) the number of intervening base pairs between the donor and the 
acceptor. This observation clearly indicates a certain distance-dependence 
of the photoinduced charge transfer between Nr-dU and Ap-dU. However, 
the quenching efficiency is not linearly, or exponentially, dependent on the 
distance between donor and acceptor (e.g., 73% for two intervening C:G 
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base pairs and the same for two intervening A:T base pairs, 68% for one 
intervening C:G base pair and 37% for one intervening A:T base pair, less 
than 10% for three base pairs). A comparison with the results of time-
resolved measurements revealed a correlation between quenching efficien-
cy and the first ultrafast time constant, suggesting that quenching proceeds 
via a charge transfer from the donor to the acceptor. The experimental 
results gave two decays with a rapid charge transfer rate of about 600 fs 
(a1012 s-1) that depends strongly, and nonlinearly, on the distance between 
donor and acceptor, and a slower time constant of a few picoseconds (a1011 
s-1) with weak distance-dependence. However, both time constants are 
slightly temperature-dependent. The third time constant on a nanosecond 
timescale represents the fluorescence lifetime of the charge donor Nr-dU. 
According to the experimental findings and theoretical calculations 
(TDDFT), a combination of single-step super-exchange and multistep hop-
ping mechanisms can be proposed for this short range charge transfer 
system. Furthermore, significantly less quenching efficiency and slower 
charge transfer rates at very short distances indicate that the direct 
interaction between donor and acceptor molecules leads to a local structural 
distortion of DNA duplexes, which may provide some uncertainty in 
identifying the charge transfer rates in this system. 
8OWUDIDVW&DUULHU'\QDPLFVLQ,URQ/DQWKDQLGH&OXVWHUV 
The ultrafast carrier dynamics in an inorganic nanostructural cyclic 
coordination cluster system [Fe(III)10Ln(III)10(Me-tea)10(Me-teaH)10(NO3)10]·-
nMeCN (Fe10Ln10 , Ln = Y, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, 
Lu) has been investigated. Generally, for all Fe10Ln10 clusters, three 
ultrafast time constants measured can be assigned to different processes: 
photoexcited electrons relax to the edge of the conduction band as well as 
into trap states caused by doped lanthanide ions with a time constant of 
iii
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about 200-400 fs. Electrons subsequently leave the conduction band and 
primarily decay via nonradiative recombination within a few picoseconds. 
The lifetime of the trap states is on the order of 100 ps. The experimental 
results were found for the excited states close to that observed with 
[Fe6(tea)6]·6MeOH (Fe6-cluster) taken as reference compounds and are in 
good agreement with that of Fe2O3 nanoparticles studied previously. Based 
upon the experimental results and literature suggestion, the ultrafast 
relaxation processes can be proposed to the ligand to metal charge 
transition (LMCT) inside the Fe-O domain, while the doped lanthanide 
ions inside the cluster influence this dynamics. The influence of doped 
lanthanide ions on the decay time and corresponding relative amplitudes 
exhibits a complicated behavior. However, the good correlation between 
the first relative amplitudes and the optical energy gaps indicates that the 
larger the energy gap is, the more efficient hot electrons trap. Further 
photolysis experiments revealed the presence of bivalent iron ions (Fe2+) in 
the cluster after irradiation. This observation is based on the photoinduced 
reaction between Fe10Ln10 clusters and potassium ferricyanide. After 
irradiation, a deep blue color precipitation was obtained in solution within 
1 second. A comparison with the results of steady-state absorption and 
time-resolved measurements between Prussian blue and the deep blue color 
production revealed the presence of a long lifetime metal to metal charge 
transfer (MMCT) state, indicating that the irradiated compound contained a 
Fe3+-CN-Fe2+ unit with spectral properties similar to Prussian blue analog-
ous.  
iv 
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Chapter 1: General Introduction 
The general definition of spectroscopy is the study of the interactions bet-
ween light and matter and provides a wealth of knowledge, for example, 
about the information of electronic structure in atoms, molecules, semicon-
ductors, etc. However, most photophysical and photochemical processes in 
chemistry are chemical bonds breaking and changing in reaction, internal 
electronic motion, and electron transfer between two (redox) partners. Such 
physical events happen usually on the picosecond or even on the femto-
second time scale (1 fs = 10-15 s). Hence, a femtosecond time resolution of 
the experiment is required to observe those motions directly in real time. 
Ultrafast spectroscopy involves temporally short light pulses, which can be 
employed to gain insight into the ultrafast dynamics on femtosecond time 
scale. The femtosecond laser spectroscopy has opened up a range of appli-
cations for many branches of physics, chemistry as well as biology.[1-3] 
Thus, in chapter 2, an overview of the fundamental principles of femto-
second laser systems used for time-resolved pump-probe experiments will 
be briefly represented. Using this femtosecond laser system several orga-
nic, biological, and inorganic systems will be investigated to observe the 
ultrafast phenomena. 
The first investigated molecule is metalloporphyrin. Metalloporphyrins 
are highly stable macrocyclic ʌ-systems that display interesting photo-
physical and photochemical properties. These properties make them an 
essential constituent for biological processes. For instance, chlorophyll 
with magnesium as a central atom are well known for the conversion of 
sunlight into energy in plants, whereas hemoglobin (iron as central atom) 
transports oxygen in blood.[4] Also, metalloporphyrins have potential appli-
1
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cations in artificial solar energy harvesting systems and molecular photonic 
materials.[5-7] These processes and applications are generally related to their 
high stability and efficient light absorption ability in the visible and near 
infrared region of the optical spectrum. Therefore, to acquire a deeper 
knowledge of these ultrafast processes, as well as related photophysical 
properties, in chapter 3, the ultrafast relaxation dynamics on excited states 
of monomer metalloporphyrins has been investigated in detail using time-
resolved pump-probe techniques. Typically, the ultrafast relaxation dyna-
mics of a photoexcited molecular system can be described based upon the 
JabáoĔski diagram.[8,9] Once a molecule has absorbed photon energy, there 
are a number of pathways to return to the ground state (S0). If the electronic 
state is not changed, but there is a coupling to some manifold of vibrational 
states, intramolecular vibrational relaxation (VR) can be observed.[10] If 
there is a coupling to another electronic state with the same spin state (e.g. 
S1-S0), nonradiative intramolecular internal conversion (IC) or radiative 
fluorescence (FL) takes place. If the spin states of the initial energy levels 
are changed, the molecule undergoes an intersystem crossing (ISC) from a 
singlet state to a triplet state, and then phosphorescence can occur radia-
tively via triplet-singlet transitions. These photophysical processes are ra-
diative or radiationless transitions inside the molecule but do not lead to 
structural changes, although the bond lengths and angles differ in different 
excited electronic states.[9] The ultrafast relaxation dynamics on the first 
(Q-band) and the second excited (Soret-band) states of many metallo-
porphyrin derivatives such as ZnTPP, MgTPP and CdTPP have been 
studied for a long time.[11,12] However, little studies were focused on the 
dark states which can influence the relaxation dynamics.[13] Moreover, evi-
dence for the existence of dark states has been given theoretically and ex-
perimentally. Based upon the experimental findings and calculations, a 
model for the relaxation pathway of excited states is presented in chapter 3. 
2 
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Photoinduced charge transfer (CT) plays an important role in the physi-
cal, chemical and biological sciences. Those transfer processes in the living 
plant, or in the human body, provide many insights into the chemical and 
biological reactions. The charge transfer in double stranded deoxyribo-
nucleic acid (DNA) is one of the most common topics. DNA has a well-
defined ʌ-stack structure. This structure refers to attractive, non-covalent 
interactions between the base pairs. This structural property leads to 
considerable interest in charge traQVSRUWWKURXJK'1$DQGWKHPROHFXOH¶V
potential use as molecular wire in nanoelectronics.[14,15] The studies on the 
photoinduced, or photoinitiated, charge transfer processes in DNA were 
generated during the last two decades.[16,17] The goal of those studies was to 
better understand oxidative damage within the cell and potential appli-
cations in the development of DNA-based molecular wires.[18-20] For the 
oxidative type, the photoinduced electron hole transfer via two different 
mechanisms were elucidated theoretically[21] and experimentally[22]. In gen-
eral, for short range (intervening base pairs n  3) the transfer occurs 
coherently via superexchange mechanism, while long range hole transfer 
can only be explained by an incoherent hopping model. However, from a 
theoretical point of view, charge hopping could occur potentially also over 
very short distances in DNA. Hence, in chapter 4, a new synthetic donor-
DNA-acceptor system was employed to study the charge transfer rates and 
mechanisms over short range (n  3) using time-resolved pump-probe tech-
nique. 
Another group of chemical systems that has been chosen for inves-
tigation are heterometallic iron-lanthanide coordination compounds. These 
compounds have some interesting magnetic properties such as single mole-
cule magnet (SMM) behavior,[23,24] which can be proposed as potential na-
nomagnets for high-density information storage and processing.[25,26] Many 
studies focused on SMMs based on the combination of 3d and 4f ions.[25-29] 
In these heterometallic solids, f-f interactions are weak due to shielding 
3
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effects of outer s- and p-electrons. However, interaction of f-electrons with 
the more expanded s-, p-, or d-electrons should be relatively stronger.[30] 
Trivalent Fe ions as transition metal with 3d-shell electrons are usually 
used in iron-type SMMs due to their high magnetic anisotropy and high 
VSLQ TXDQWXP QXPEHUV 0HDQZKLOH WKH DGYDQWDJH RI ODQWKDQLGH LRQ¶V
significant spin and/or its large anisotropy in a mixed 3d/4f metal com-
plexes is a useful way to generate SMMs with properties distinctly differ-
ent from those of the homometallic ones.[31,32] Indeed, families of Fe3+- and 
Ln3+-containing compounds have been synthesized and studied in order to 
assess various contributions to magnetic properties, resulting from differing 
Ln3+ electronic configurations and geometrical changes.[33,34] Bulk magne-
tic susceptibility and Mössbauer spectroscopic studies showed that the low 
temperature magnetic behavior can arise from the interaction of strongly 
antiferromagnetically coupled iron subchains with the lanthanide ions, and 
remarkably differs in the lanthanide series. However, from a photophysical 
point of view, the exchange interactions might be cause by a shift of 
electron density from the 3d orbitals of transition metal ions to empty 5d
orbitals of lanthanide ions.[35-37] Therefore, pump-probe absorption mea-
surements are desirable to get more insight into such ultrafast electron 
transfer. The results will be discussed in chapter 5. 
4 
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2.1Theoretical Aspects 
The advent of femtosecond laser systems and the extension of laser wave-
lengths by frequency conversion techniques provide a variety of extremely 
short light pulses to investigate ultrafast phenomena in physical, chemical, 
and biological systems extensively and successfully. The knowledge of 
nonlinear optics is important and necessary not only for understanding fem-
tosecond laser systems, but also for the development of short-pulse lasers. 
Laser light with sufficient intensity enables one to examine the modifi-
cation of the optical properties of a material system. In this section, a brief 
introduction to nonlinear optical phenomena is presented. 
2.1.1 Nonlinear Optics 
In classical physics, the interaction between light and matter is described 
E\0D[ZHOO¶V HTXDWLRQV7KH VROutions of these equations can predict the 
interactions of electromagnetic fields with arbitrary media such as propa-
gation, attenuation, emission, amplification, as well as scattering.[38] In the 
case of linear optics, the induced polarization ( ሬܲԦሺݐሻ) which increases pro-
portionally as a function of the electric filed strength (ܧሬԦሺݐሻ), can be des-
cribed by a linear function: 
ሬܲԦሺݐሻ ൌ ߳଴߯ሺଵሻܧሬԦሺݐሻ    (2.1)
where ߳଴is the permittivity in vacuum and ߯ሺଵሻ is the linear susceptibility
of the medium. In the domain of linear optics, the optical properties of a 
medium are independent of the electric field strength. As a consequence, 
the refractive index in this case is clearly independent of the applied field. 
The frequencies of the incident light remain constant. In nonlinear optics, 
on the other hand, when the light is sufficiently intense compared to the 
intensity of electric field in the internal atoms or molecules (e.g., laser 
6 
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beam), the polarization may respond nonlinearly to the field strength and 
generate higher harmonics. The response can be described as a Taylor 
expansion of the material polarization in power series of the field 
strength[39] 
ൌ ሬܲԦ௜ሺଵሻሺݐሻ൅ ሬܲԦ௜ሺଶሻሺݐሻ ൅ ሬܲԦ௜ሺଷሻሺݐሻ ൅ڮ   (2.2) 
ൌ ሬܲԦ௜௅ሺݐሻ ൅ ሬܲԦ௜ே௅ሺݐሻ. 
The coefficients ߯ሺ௡ሻ are known as the optical susceptibilities of the n-th
order nonlinear process. The first term ( ሬܲԦ௜௅ሺݐሻ ൌ ߳଴߯௜௝ሺଵሻܧሬԦ௝ሺݐሻ) represents
the linear optical processes. The residual terms of the polarization ሬܲԦ௜ே௅ሺݐሻ
in Eq. (2.2) exhibit the nonlinear response of the polarization ሬܲԦሺݐሻ with res-
pect to the field strengthܧሬԦሺݐሻ. Nonlinear effects result in a series of the
order of susceptibilities߯ሺ௡ሻ, which are based on the nonlinear modulation
of the dielectric constant of the material by the incident light as a result of 
the strong forces from the interaction between the electric light field vector 
and the electrons of the matter. 
One of the most common nonlinear optical processes with second order 
nonlinear susceptibility ߯ሺଶሻ is the second harmonic generation (SHG) of
the incident light. The first experimental evidence of SHG was obtained by 
Franken et al.[40,41] They focused a ruby laser beam with wavelength 694.3 
nm on a quartz crystal and observed one of the two outgoing beams in the 
UV region (wavelength at 347.1 nm) from the crystal. This report gave rise 
to the discovery of a rich diversity of nonlinear optical effects, including 
sum and difference frequency generation (SFG and DFG) and optical 
rectification (OR)[42]. In the case of higher nonlinear susceptibility (e.g.,-
7
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߯ሺଷሻ), the well-known nonlinear processes are self-focusing, four-wave
mixing (FWM), and so on. The most prominent examples of nonlinear 
effects include Pockels and Kerr electrooptics.[43] 
2.1.2 Second-order Susceptibility 
Generally, the electric field strength ܧሬԦሺݐሻ of a high intensity incident light
is presented by angular frequency ߱ and complex amplitudeܣ  
ܧሺݐሻ ൌ ܣ݁ି௜ఠ௧ .    (2.3) 
Based on the second-order susceptibility߯ሺଶሻ, the nonlinear polarization
generated in this medium can be described as follows according to the 
equation (2.2) together with (2.3): 
ܲሺଶሻሺݐሻ ൌ ߳଴߯ሺଶሻܧଶሺݐሻ
ൌ ʹ߳଴߯ሺଶሻܣଶ ൅ ߳଴߯ሺଶሻܣଶ݁ି௜ଶఠ௧  .      (2.4) 
Obviously, the second-order polarization consists of two contributions: a 
first term with zero frequency and a second term at frequencyʹ߱. The 
latter contribution leads to the generation of frequency doubling (ʹ߱). The 
first term corresponds to a steady component and leads to another process 
known as optical rectification which can create a static potential difference 
across the nonlinear medium. An important symmetry aspect of the Taylor 
expansion by (2.2) is that all even-order coefficients must vanish for media 
with inversion symmetry. The SHG-process therefore can take place only 
in media with no inversion symmetry. Note that most materials do have 
inversion symmetry and SHG-processes can only be observed in a very 
specific class of nonlinear crystals. 
8 
2.1.2 Second-order Susceptibility 
One of the conditions to increase the conversion efficiency of the SHG-
process is known as the phase-matching condition in nonlinear optics.[44] 
This condition represents momentum conservation for the SHG-process by 
generating a single photon of the second harmonic with two photons of the 
incident field. Since the wave vectorsሬ݇Ԧଵ and ሬ݇Ԧଶ are corresponding to the 
momenta of the incident and the second harmonic fields 
݌Ԧଵ ൌ ௛ଶగ ሬ݇Ԧଵ       and         ݌Ԧଶ ൌ
௛
ଶగ
ሬ݇Ԧଶ                         (2.5) 
with ݄ the Planck constant. Based upon momenta conservation (ȟ݌Ԧ ൌ ݌Ԧଵ ൅
݌Ԧଶ ൌ Ͳ) one can obtain the condition of perfect phase matching (ȟሬ݇Ԧ ൌ Ͳ). 
The most common approach for achieving phase matching is to use 
birefringent nonlinear (also anisotropic) crystals.[45,46] All isotropic crystals 
have equivalent axes that interact with light in a similar manner, regardless 
of the crystal orientation with respect to the incident light.[47] Anisotropic 
crystals, on the other hand, have crystallographically distinct axes and 
interact with the incident light depending upon the orientation of the 
crystalline lattice with respect to the incident light angle.[47] When light 
travels through a birefringent crystal, the waves are split into two com-
ponents (so-called ordinary- and extraordinary wave). Ordinary waves are 
polarized perpendicular to the optical axis while extraordinary waves are 
polarized parallel to the optical axis. Figure 2.1 illustrates the phase ma-
tching in a birefringent crystal. The circle exhibits the cross section of the 
refractive index for an ordinary wave (݊௢) with frequency߱. The ellipse 
represents the refractive index cross section for the extraordinary wave (݊௘) 
with the frequency ofʹ߱. Phase matching is achieved when the condition 
݊௢ሺ߱ሻ ൌ ݊௘ሺʹ߱ሻ is fulfilled.[48] The angleߠ is the angle between the di-
rection of propagation and the optical axis. 
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Figure 2.1: Phase matching in a birefringent crystal.[48]
The second-order nonlinear polarization defined by (2.4) gives rise to 
three-wave mixing processes and optical rectification. In particular, when 
the incident light consists of two distinct frequency components ߱ଵ and߱ଶ,
which can be represented in the form 
ܧሺݐሻ ൌ ܣଵ݁ି௜ఠభ௧ ൅ ܣଶ݁ି௜ఠమ௧      (2.6) 
using the second-order contribution to the nonlinear polarization one can 
obtain the solution as 
ܲሺଶሻሺݐሻ ൌ ߳଴߯ሺଶሻܧଶሺݐሻ
ൌ ߳଴߯ሺଶሻሺܣଵଶ݁ିଶ௜ఠభ௧ ൅ ܣଶଶ݁ିଶ௜ఠమ௧ ൅ ʹܣଵܣଶ݁ି௜ሺఠభାఠమሻ௧
൅ʹܣଵܣଶ݁ି௜ሺఠభିఠమሻ௧ሻ ൅ ʹ߳଴߯ሺଶሻሺܣଵܣଵ ൅ ܣଶܣଶሻ.    (2.7) 
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2.2 Femtosecond Laser System 
Eq. (2.7) shows the various frequency components with different ampli-
tudes. Those contributions of nonlinear polarization consist of various 
nonlinear processes, such as second-harmonic generation (SHG, ʹ߱ଵ
andʹ߱ଶ), sum-frequency generation (SFG,߱ଵ ൅ ߱ଶ), difference-frequency 
generation (DFG,߱ଵ െ ߱ଶ), as well as optical rectification (OR, the last 
term). In many ways the process of SFG is analogous to that of SHG, 
except that in SFG the two input waves are at different frequencies. One 
application of SFG is to produce tunable radiation in the ultraviolet spectral 
region by mixing of two input pulses at different angular frequencies߱ଵ
and߱ଶ. One of the input waves is the output of a fixed-frequency visible 
laser pulse, while the other is the output of a frequency-tunable visible laser 
pulse (see experimental section in chapter 5). DFG, on the other hand, can 
be used to generate tunable infrared pulses by mixing the output of a 
frequency-tunable visible pulse with that of another fixed-frequency visible 
pulse. Again the efficiency of these processes depends on the phase match-
ing condition. 
Some nonlinear materials such as BBO (Barium borate, ȕ-BaB2O4), 
LBO (Lithium borate, LiB3O5), and KTP (KTiOPO4) are applied in tunable 
laser frequency conversion, for example, SHG.[49] These crystals possess 
high nonlinearity, high resistance to laser damage, and large birefringence. 
BBO is one of the most common in use nonlinear crystals in Nd:YAG laser 
for harmonic generation and optical parametric amplification (OPA). The 
conversion efficiency is up to 70% for SHG, 60% for THG.[49] 
2.2Femtosecond Laser System 
With the help of nonlinear processes, the width of laser pulses can be brou-
ght down from picoseconds to femtoseconds. Nowadays femtosecond pul-
ses in the range of 10 fs, and even below, can be generated from reliable 
laser oscillators. Such femtosecond laser allows photochemistry processes 
and molecular dynamics to be monitored in real time. A femtosecond laser 
11
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system in the institute of physical chemistry in university Karlsruhe (TH) 
was built by Priv.-Doz. Dr. A.-N. Unterreiner and described exhaustively 
in his dissertation.[50] After being moved into another building, the system 
had to be rebuilt and mounted on a new optical table (Newport). Thus, in 
this section, three basic building blocks of this laser system are briefly 
summarized. The operating principles of Ti:sapphire oscillators are des-
cribed in the first part of this section. The second part gives an introduction 
into the amplification of laser pulses with regenerative amplification tech-
niques. The last part shows how to generate a tunable laser pulse using 
non-collinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA). The whole femtose-
cond laser system is illustrated in Appendix A.1 and the related system is 
drafted in Appendix A.2. 
2.2.1 The Ti:sapphire Oscillator 
Titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:sapphire) is a solid state laser medium cap-
able of tunable laser operation over a broad range of visible and near in-
frared (NIR) wavelengths. Because of its broad absorption band in the blue 
and green, the energy for lasing action can be supplied by standard continu-
ous wave (CW) argon ion lasers with output wavelength of 532 nm (Figure 
2.2). Based upon nonlinear processes, when a laser beam propagates in a 
nonlinear material, the refractive index which depends nonlinearly on the 
propagating field and can be described by[51]: 
݊ ൌ ݊଴ ൅ ଵଶ ݊ଶܫ  (2.8) 
where݊଴ is the refractive index at low intensities and݊ଶ the nonlinear 
index coefficient describing the coupling between the electric field and the 
refractive index.[52] I is the intensity of the laser beam. Thus, the refractive 
index is as a function of intensities along the optical pathway. Since the 
nonlinear index coefficient is usually positive for most materials, the re-
12 
2.2.1 The Ti:sapphire Oscillator 
fractive index becomes higher at the centre of the beam than at the edges. 
This beam creates a gradient index (GRIN) lens in the material and leads to 
self-focusing of the beam.[53] In the laser cavity, self-focusing in a gain me-
dium can lead to an effective fast saturable absorber that can be used to 
suppress CW operation into a short intense pulse (Figure 2.3). This process 
is known as the Kerr lens effect.[54] 
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of a Kerr lens model-locked Ti:sapphire laser. 
In a laser, many modes are separated in frequency by 
οߥ ൌ ௖ଶ௅  (2.9) 
Figure 2.3: Illustration of a Kerr lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser.[53] 
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Chapter 2: Ultrafast Laser Spectroscopy 
where L is the length of the laser cavity and c is the speed of light. These 
modes usually oscillate with random phases with irregular amplitudes. 
These result in randomly time-varying amplitude within the round-trip 
period 
ܶ ൌ ଵ୼ఔ ൌ
ଶ௅
௖ .        (2.10) 
Figure 2.4: Spectrum of mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator with a central 
wavelength at 800 nm detected using spectrometer (Ocean Optics). 
However, if these modes oscillate with the same initial phase (phase 
matching), and the time distribution shows a periodic repetition of a wave 
packet, they will constructively interfere to each other and cause the beam 
to produce a train of pulses. The laser is said to be phase-locked or mode-
locked. Thus, the width of the pulses is mainly determined by the gain 
medium of the laser and the length of the cavity. A prim pair is applied to 
compensate the material dispersion of one round-trip in the cavity. Based 
upon the mode-locking technique, a modulation is generated via moving a 
14 
2.2.2 Regenerative Amplifier (RGA) 
prism in or out of the resonator. This modulation can be automatically syn-
chronized to the cavity round-trip frequency. The length (L) of the resona-
tor dominates the repetition rate. In this laser system, the Ti:sapphire oscil-
lator operates at a repetition rate of 93 MHz and provides high output 
energy at about 420 mW with a pump energy of 3.80 W. The duration of 
the output pulses is about 25 fs with a central wavelength at 800 nm (Fig-
ure 2.4). 
2.2.2 Regenerative Amplifier (RGA) 
Regenerative amplification (RGA) of femtosecond laser pulses also takes 
place in a Ti:sapphire crystal in a resonator pumped by a Nd:YAG laser 
with a repetition rate of 1 KHz (see Figure 2.5). A detail description of the 
regenerative amplification can be found in ref. [50] and [55]. Before the 
seed pulses from Ti:sapphire oscillator enter the resonator, the intensity of 
the high energy pulses need to be lowered via an achromatic, diffraction-
grating pulse stretcher in order to avoid damage of the optics in the RGA 
system caused by highly intense pulses. The principle of the pulse stretcher 
was described in Ref. [50]. The principle of RGA is based on the trapping 
of a pulse in the laser resonator. After trapping, the pulse is kept until its 
energy increases in the amplification cavity. Here a Pockels cell (Medox) 
in combination with a thin film polarizer (TFP, Newport) acts as an optical 
switch allowing the in- and out-coupling of the pulses. The latter optics 
(TFP) can reflect s-polarized and transmit p-polarized pulses. The Pockels 
cell consists of a nonlinear optical crystal with the voltage applied to the 
crystal. The crystal becomes birefringent under the influence of the applied 
electric field. The Pockels cell can be set in two stages, corresponding to 
Ȝ/4-plate without applying of electric field and non-birefringent material 
with the influence of the voltage.[56] When a s-polarized pulse (perpendi-
cular to the plane of the optical table) enters the resonator. This s-polarized 
pulse will be reflected via the thin film polarizer and passes through the 
15
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Pockels cell (initially working like a Ȝ/4-plate). The pulse passes the 
Pockels cell twice via a reflective mirror, changing the polarization of the 
pulse to p-polarization (parallel to the plane of optical table). The p-polari-
zed pulse can transmit through TFP and enter the cavity. At the same time 
this pulse triggers the applied electric field. The Pockels cell is switched on 
and acts as a non-birefringent material, which means that the Pockels cell 
has no effect on the polarization of the pulse. During the period that the p-
polarized pulse travels through the cavity, the pulse is kept in the cavity 
and amplified. After the intensity of the pulses reaches the desired level, 
the voltage on the Pockels cell is switched off again and makes the Pockels 
cell as Ȝ/4-plate. The pulse passes the Pockels cell twice and changes the 
polarization from p to s. Now the TFP can reflect the s-polarized pulse, 
coupling the pulse out of the cavity. A Faraday rotator is used for separa-
ting input and output pulses. After the amplification stage the pulses are re-
compressed to a duration of about 70 fs (Figure 2.6). The energy content of 
the amplified pulses is about 450 J and the spectral width 30 nm 
(FWHM). 
Figure 2.5: Regenerative amplifier of a femtosecond laser system. 
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2.2.3 Non-collinear Optical Parametric Amplifier (NOPA) 
Figure 2.6: Characterization of the pulse duration (ǻĲ):+0 = 70 fs) at a center 
wavelength of 800 nm using intensity autocorrelation. 
2.2.3 Non-collinear Optical Parametric Amplifier (NOPA) 
To access various spectral regions, nonlinear optical processes are used. In 
addition to second harmonic generation, the non-collinear optical parame-
tric amplification (NOPA) in a nonlinear crystal (here BBO, Döhrer Elek-
trooptik) is one of the most common tools used to generate ultrafast pulses 
at various wavelengths.[57-60] Figure 2.7 shows a scheme of a home-built 
NOPA system, which consists of three components: white light generator, 
first- and second-stage for amplification. The white light generator, namely 
white light continuum, is used as a tunable ultrafast light source. A small 
fraction (2%) of the output pulse from the femtosecond laser is focused into 
transparent materials (here a sapphire plate, 2 mm). As a result of nonlinear 
optical processes, the short pulse produces a broadened spectrum. Most of 
the energy is unchanged around the fundamental frequency of the femto-
second laser, but a broad intensity distribution of the light covers the 
17
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wavelengths from 450 to 900 nm. Two subsequent stages for parametric 
amplification of the seed white light in BBO crystals are pumped by the 
doubled frequency of the fundamental output (the 800 nm beam). The 
output signal pulses are therefore tunable throughout the visible and the 
near infrared (470-1600 nm). The amplification provides pulse durations of 
about 100 fs after compression with a prism pair, and 2 ȝJ pulse energy. To 
calibrate the pulse wavelength a series of interference filters (ThorLabs) is 
applied and the calibration is shown in Appendix A.3. 
Figure 2.7: Non-collinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA). 
2.3Pump-probe Spectroscopy 
The principle of the pump-probe technique is that one pulse (a1 ȝJ) is used
to excite a system of interest and trigger the ultrafast processes under inves-
tigation, while a second pulse with a relative weak energy (< 0.1 ȝJ), which 
arrives at a variable delay time, is used to probe how the system has been 
altered by the pump pulse. The probe beam was detected by silicon photo-
diodes in the visible and by InGaAs photodiodes in the near infrared 
region. Using two identical detectors, the intensities of the probe beam in 
front of (I0) and behind (I) the sample were recorded to give the relative 
change of the optical density (ǻOD) with and without pump pulse: 
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2.3 Pump-probe Spectroscopy 
ȟ       (2.11) 
By changing the delay between two pulse trains, one can obtain a spectral 
response of the sample¶s excited state absorption (ESA), stimulated emis-
sion (SE), ground state bleaching (GSB), or combination of each other. The 
ESA shows positive absorption responses (ǻOD > 0) corresponding to re-
sonant transitions of the states that are populated after optical excitation via 
absorption of the probe photons by the molecule (Figure 2.8a). A negative 
response (ǻOD < 0) can be assigned to SE or GSB where the intensity of 
the transmitted probe light increases (Figure 2.8b and 2.8c). The evolution 
of the induced bleaching/absorption amplitude with the delay time provides 
information about the lifetime of the excited state. In pump-probe experi-
ments the time resolution is usually limited by the pulse duration. The 
pump-probe experimental setup is schematically presented in Ref. [61] and 
also in Appendix A.1. In this femtosecond laser system, the probe pulses 
were delayed with respect to the pump pulses using a computer controlled 
transition stage (Melles Griot). In order to ensure that the probe pulse was 
completely located within the excitation range of the pump pulse in the 
sample, its diameter (0.5 mm for probe and 1.5 mm for pump pulses) was 
smaller than half of the pump beam. Pump and probe beams intersected at a 
small angle of about 4° in the sample. In order to minimize anisotropic 
effects, the polarization of the probe pulse was set at the magic angle with 
respect to the pump pulse using a tunable Ȝ/2-plate (Alphalas). 
Two typical transient response curves are shown Figure 2.8 (at the 
bottom). The peaks around zero time delay come from the overlap of the 
pump and probe pulses in the sample. With the help of an error function an 
exponential decay function, which is used to obtain the decay time const-
ants, is described by: 
       (2.12) 
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Chapter 2: Ultrafast Laser Spectroscopy 
The amplitudeܣ௜ denotes the relative weight of i-th process associated with 
the decay time߬௜. With the error function one can estimate the time resolu-
tion (߬௣) of the measurements. 
Figure 2.8: Experimental explanations of pump-probe spectroscopy in ultrafast 
relaxation processes: a) excited state absorption (ESA), b) stimulated emission (SE) 
and c) ground state bleaching (GSB). 
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Chapter 3: Ultrafast Dynamics and Transient Anisotropy of Metalloporphyrins 
3.1 Introduction 
Cyclic tetrapyrroles, and their derivatives, are a class of naturally occurring 
macrocycles that are ubiquitous natural pigments involved in a wide variety 
of important biological processes in the world. For example, hemoglobin in 
heme proteins is responsible for the oxygen transport in the blood[62] while 
chlorophyll in plant cells is part of the light-harvesting system regulating 
photosynthesis. Therefore, these molecules remain of fundamental interest 
to chemists and biochemists. Indeed, they continue to be intensely investi-
gated by many researchers. The basic structure of the porphine is composed 
of four pyrrole units which are connected to a macrocycle over four methi-
ne bridges. Porphine has an aromatic system containing 22 ʌ-electrons, 18 
of them are delocalized on the basic structure according to Hückel¶s rule 
for aromaticity (see Figure 3.1, left). Its functionality can be tuned by 
several factors such as the C-N skeleton which can be saturated to a certain 
degree and bears certain substitutes, and the surrounding, e.g., a protein 
environment. As a ligand, porphyrin has the ability to form strong metal 
complexes with a range of cations in the periodic table having incompletely 
filled d-orbitals (Cu, Zn, Fe, Co, etc.). The interactions take place between 
the ʌ- and d-manifolds of the porphyrin and the central metal atom, 
respectively. In recent years, porphyrin-derivatives were investigated for 
different purposes like light-harvesting complexes in solar cells[63-65], 
photodynamic therapy in medicine[66-69], and electronic devices[70-72]. 
Consequently, there exists much interest in the optical properties and the 
photophysical behavior of porphyrins, especially metalloporphyrins.[73-76] 
To better understand these properties, model systems such as metal meso-
tetrakis-phenyl porphyrins (MTPP, M = Mg, Cd) were chosen for investi-
gation. 
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Figure 3.1: Left: the aromatic structure of porphine with an 18 ʌ-electron system. 
Arrows x and y show the ʌʌ* transition dipole moments. Right: metalloporphyrins 
containing substitutes and central metal atom. 
A simplified molecular structure of metalloporphyrin is presented in 
Figure 3.1 (right). Typically, its symmetry is supposed to be close to D4h 
and in the following the D4h-symmetry labels will be used. However, in the 
minimum energy geometry the four peripheral phenyl rings are known to 
be twisted about 65-70°[77-79] with respect to the porphyrin skeleton, 
lowering the symmetry to C2v. In coordinating solvents, Mg atoms in 
chlorophylls or porphyrins become five- or even six-fold coordinated 
reducing the symmetry further.[80] 
Photophysical properties of many diamagnetic metalloporphyrin deri-
vatives such as ZnTPP, MgTPP and CdTPP have been studied after excita-
tion in the Soret-band. Fluorescence up-conversion experiments by Zewail 
and co-workers showed that for ZnTPP in benzene, the fluorescence life-
time of the Soret-band was measurably longer than the rise time of the Q-
band fluorescence which was interpreted by the presence of an additional 
state close to the Soret-band.[81] These findings could not be confirmed by 
other groups,[82-85] however, a small fraction of excited ZnTPP molecules 
was found to bypass the Q-state.[73,86] In MgTPP it could be shown, that the 
efficiency for the S2-S1 relaxation is close to unity, while it is significantly 
decreased in CdTPP.[83] Proposed explanations for this behavior are reac-
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tion paths via dark gerade-states as well as via the triplet-manifold.[82-88] 
Evidence for the existence of dark states has been given by TDDFT-calcu-
lations[89-92] and by direct access upon Q-band excitation and NIR-probe in 
tetratolyl-derivatives (meso-tetratolyl-21H,23H-porphyrin [TTP-H2] and 
ZnTTP).[93] The role of these states might play an important role in the 
relaxation pathway of (metallo-)porphyrins. Hence, MgTPP and CdTPP 
dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF) will be studied upon excitation in the 
Q-band and probing in the visible (VIS) and near infrared (NIR) regions. 
These experiments allow for the location of dark states up to the N-band. 
Additionally, TDDFT-calculations were performed on several TPP-deriva-
tives. Based upon the experimental findings and calculations, a model for 
the relaxation pathway of these molecules upon Soret-excitation is pre-
sented, which sheds light on apparent inconsistencies presented so far in 
the literature.[94] 
3.2Experimental Setup and Conditions 
MgTPP and CdTPP were synthesized by the T. S. Balaban group from the 
University of Marseille (see Ref. [94]). Steady-state absorption spectra of 
MgTPP and CdTPP in THF were recorded by a Varian Cary5E spec-
trophotometer and fluorescence spectra by a Cary Eclipse fluorescence 
spectrophotometer. For time-resolved single color pump-single color probe 
absorption experiments, a commercial 1 kHz amplified femtosecond Ti:sa-
pphire laser system (CPA 2210, Clark-MXR) with a center wavelength of 
775 nm and pulse energies up to 2 mJ was used. This laser system served as 
a pump source for two independently tunable NOPA systems (see Appen-
dix A.1). Pump and probe pulses from the NOPA were tunable between 
470 and 1700 nm with pulse durations around 25 fs (FWHM) in the visible 
spectral region using fused silica prisms as an optical compressor. The 
time-bandwidth product was 0.644 for the pump pulse and 0.531 for the 
probe pulse at about 620 nm. In this work, the excitation wavelength was 
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set to Op = 620 or 571 nm for MgTPP and Op = 610 nm for CdTPP with 
average pulse energies of 0.9 J (chopped at 1 kHz). Probe pulses typically 
had energies of < 0.1 J in the visible, and a factor of three less in the NIR 
region. The intensity for the pump pulse at the location of the sample was 
3.6×108 W/cm2. Sample preparation for ultrafast investigations was 
accomplished by solving MgTPP in THF that was freshly distilled from 
sodium/benzophenone under vacuum in quartz cells (Hellma) with an 
optical thickness of 1 mm. It is worth mentioning that some precautions are 
necessary when performing ultrafast measurements with CdTPP in THF. 
First of all, photolysis (Xe arc lamp operating at 150 W) and steady-state 
absorption spectroscopy revealed that CdTPP in THF is unstable upon 
irradiation (see Appendix B.2). Second, within recording time of a transient 
at one probe wavelength (ca. 10 min.), the ǻOD-values fluctuated from 
negative to positive in a standing cuvette (see Appendix B.3). These 
observations suggest that the molecule undergoes photoreactions upon light 
exposure. For this reason, measurements were carried out in a flow-cell 
system. Third, the probe pulses were spectrally confined at 615 nm to 
roughly 10 nm (FWHM) with pulse duration of about 100 fs in order to 
record only SE in the absence of ESA in CdTPP after excitation at 610 nm. 
In order to avoid remarkable aggregation effects, the diluted solution 
concentration (a5.0×10-4 mol/l for MgTPP and a3.5×10-4 mol/l for CdTPP)
was adjusted such that the optical density of the sample matched 
approximately 0.5 at the peak position of the Q(0,0)-band. All experiments 
were carried out at room temperature.[94] 
Measurements of transient anisotropy in CdTPP in THF were carried 
out with well-determined pump and probe polarization. A Glan-Taylor 
polarizer (Alphalas) was used to simultaneously monitor the change of the 
optical density (ǻOD) for the parallel (οצ) and perpendicular (οୄ) 
components (see Appendix A.1). Some details for the evaluation of aniso-
tropy data are described in Section 3.5. 
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The white light absorption measurements were performed in the group 
of Prof. Dr. E. Riedle. In this experimental setup, a commercial 1 kHz 
Ti:sapphire based laser system (CPA 2001; Clark-MXR) with a center 
wavelength of 778 nm, 170 fs pulses, and an energy of 1 mJ was used. The 
pump was generated in a two-stage NOPA system and subsequently com-
pressed with a pair of fused silica prisms down to 20 fs which corresponds 
to a time-bandwidth product of 0.84.[95,96] The excitation wavelength for 
both MgTPP and CdTPP was 620 nm. The spectral width was 35 nm. To 
ensure the same properties for the probe pulse during the entire experiment 
we delayed the pump pulse with a commercial translation stage and en-
sured that the spatial overlap and size of the pump stayed constant when 
moving the translation stage. MgTPP was measured in a 1 mm cuvette 
from Hellma. The optical density was 0.2, the pump energy 760 nJ, and the 
pump intensity 60 GW/cm² (6.0 x 1010 W/cm²). The measurements of 
CdTPP were again performed in a flow-through cell. The optical density 
was 0.3, the pump energy 150 nJ, and the pump intensity 12 GW/cm² (1.2 
x 1010 W/cm²). All experiments were carried out at room temperature.[94] 
3.3Steady-state Spectroscopic Properties of Porphyrins 
In this section, steady-state spectroscopy of porphyrins will be employed to 
investigate the electronic structure of porphyrins based upon absorption, 
fluorescence excitation and emission measurements. These photophysical 
properties of porphyrins play an important role in interpreting the ultrafast 
dynamics. 
3.3.1 UV/Vis Absorption Spectroscopy 
The electronic structure of porphyrins in either free base, or metal-coor-
dinated form, is largely characterized by their absorption and fluorescence 
spectra.[97-101] UV/Vis absorption spectra of MgTPP and CdTPP in THF are 
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shown in Figure 3.2. The intense peak (İ = 4.77×105 M-1cm-1) of about 429 
nm for MgTPP and 432 nm for CdTPP is called the Soret-band[102] (also B-
band or S2-state) with a weak blue-shifted shoulder assigned to vibrational 
progression.[103] The peaks of the so-called Q-band (also S1-state) which
has an extinction coefficient of approximately 1.44×104 M-1cm-1 were ob-
served at 612 (610) nm for the Q(0,0)- and 571 (569) nm for the Q(1,0)-
band along with a smaller shoulder at 530 (529) nm for MgTPP (CdTPP). 
The three Q-band absorption peaks (inset in Figure 3.2) can be understood 
in terms of vibrational progressions with energy splitting of a1170 cm-1.[104]
The next higher-lying state in MgTPP peaks at 357 nm. The fourth and 
more prominent absorption band lies around 320 nm and is called the N-
band.[105] All these bands have Eu-symmetry and are assigned to ʌʌ* transi-
tions. These can be qualitatively explained by the well-established Gouter-
man four-orbital-model[106-108] and by the MO-interpretation[109-111]. Martin 
Gouterman first proposed his four orbital model in the 1960s to explain the 
absorption spectra of porphyrins, which arise from ʌ and ʌ* transition.[112] 
According to this theory, in a free base porphin system, where two 
hydrogen atoms are bound to two nitrogens inside the macrocycle, the 
symmetry is, therefore, reduced to D2h-symmetry in contrast to metallo-
porphyrin with D4h-symmetry (see Figure 3.1, right). For free base 
porphyrin with D2h-symmetry, to simplify, the HOMOs au and b1u are rela-
beled as b1 and b2, while the LUMOs b3g and b2u are denoted to c1 and c2, 
respectively (Figure 3.3). The Q-band in free base porphin originates from 
the transitions c1ĸb2 and c2ĸb2, while the Soret-band is assigned to the 
transitions c1ĸb1 and c2ĸb1 (see Figure 3.3 inset).[97] With this assum-
ption, the intensities of the corresponding B- and Q-band can be represen-
ted by 
ܤ௬ ൌ
ͳ
ʹ ሺܾଵܿଵ ൅ ܾଶܿଶሻ ܤ௫ ൌ
ͳ
ʹ ሺܾଵܿଶ ൅ ܾଶܿଵሻ 
ܳ௬ ൌ ଵଶ ሺܾଵܿଵ െ ܾଶܿଶሻ ܳ௫ ൌ
ଵ
ଶ ሺܾଵܿଶ െ ܾଶܿଵሻ.    (3.1) 
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The x and y label represent the orientation of the transition dipole moments 
showed in Figure 3.1, left. 
Figure 3.2: UV/Vis absorption spectrum of MgTPP (red) and CdTPP (black) in 
THF. 
In the case of metalloporphyrins with D4h-symmetry, the x and y transi-
tions are equal by symmetry. The Q- and Soret-bands arise from the excita-
tion between the two HOMOs which have a2u- and a1u-symmetry and a pair 
of eg-orbitals (LUMOs), that present gerade or ungerade inversion symme-
try. As a consequence, the Q-bands are the result of the transition dipoles 
canceling each other out and leading therefore to a weak absorbance (11Eu-
state), while the higher intensive Soret-band (21Eu-state) results from a
linear combination of the two transitions with higher oscillator strength 
(Figure 3.4).[97] For metalloporphyrins with different central metal atoms 
(here Cd and Mg), some small shifts (~ 4 nm, Figure 3.2) on the positions 
of the bands are due to different interactions of the metal atom with the a2u- 
and eg-orbitals.[113] As shown in Figure 3.4, the a1u-orbital has nodes at the
pyrrole nitrogen and therefore remains relatively unaffected by the central 
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3.3.1 UV/Vis Absorption Spectroscopy 
metal atom.[114] In the MO-interpretation, the electronic structure is 
explained by the interaction of the four pyrrol rings ((Py)42--cage) with CH-
methine bridges. For a metalloporphyrin, this leads to several eg-orbitals 
and nondegenerate ungerade-states. The higher ʌʌ* transitions in the UV-
region are mainly from lower lying ungerade-states to the LUMO. 
Figure 3.3: The HOMOs b1, b2 and the LUMOs c1, c2 of free base porphin in the 
four orbital model (B3LYP/6-31G*).[115,116] Inset shows the transitions between 
HOMOs (b1 and b2) and LUMOs (c1 and c2) of free base porphin with D2h-
symmetry. 
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Chapter 3: Ultrafast Dynamics and Transient Anisotropy of Metalloporphyrins 
Figure 3.4: The HOMOs with a1u- and a2u-symmetry and the LUMOs in eg-
symmetry of Mg-porphyrin (B3LYP/6-31G*).[117,118] Inset shows the transitions 
between HOMOs (a1u and a2u) and LUMOs (eg) of metalloporphyrin with D4h-
symmetry. 
3.3.2 Solvent Effects 
The solvatochromic effect refers to a strong dependence of absorption and 
emission spectra of a molecule on the solvent polarity.[119] Since polarities 
of the ground and excited state of a molecule are different, different 
solvents with varying polarity will lead to a different stabilization of the 
ground and the excited states of the molecule. Note that the solvent effect 
on spectra results primarily from the electronic transitions such as ʌʌ*, 
nʌ*, as well as charge transfer absorptions and depends on the chromo-
phore, namely solvatochromic dyes.[120] Photoexcitation of a molecule 
leads to electronic density changes in the excited state due to redistribution 
of charges. This can result in an increase or decrease of the dipole moment 
of the excited state in comparison with the ground state. The solvatochro-
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3.3.2 Solvent Effects 
mic method, which is used to study the electronic and geometrical structure 
of the molecule, is based on the shifts of absorption and emission maxima 
in different solvents of varying polarity. With increased solvent polarity, 
the molecule in the ground state is better stabilized by solvation than the 
molecule in the excited state, which leads to a spectral blue shift, namely 
negative solvatochromism; vice versa, better stabilization of the molecule 
in the first excited state relative to the ground state with increased solvent 
polarity, will lead to a red shift of the spectra (positive solvatochromism). 
In order to check the influence of different solvents on the first excited 
state (Q-band), toluene was chosen for comparison. The UV/Vis absorption 
spectra of CdTPP in anhydrous toluene and THF are shown in Figure 3.5. 
It is well known that the relative polarity of THF (0.207) is higher than that 
of toluene (0.099).[120] With increased solvent polarity, the CdTPP absorp-
tion spectra in toluene and THF show a very small hypsochromic (blue) 
shift of the two Q-bands from 573 to 568 nm and from 615 to 609 nm, re-
spectively (Figure 3.5, right). Since the peaks of the first excited state in 
THF are blue shifted with respect to that in toluene, this can be assigned to 
a negative solvatochromism and may reflect a better stability of CdTPP in 
the ground state. 
Figure 3.5: UV/Vis absorption spectra of MgTPP and CdTPP in THF (black) and 
toluene (red), respectively. 
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Chapter 3: Ultrafast Dynamics and Transient Anisotropy of Metalloporphyrins 
In the case of MgTPP, on the contrary, with increasing solvent polarity, 
the absorption peaks of the first excited state undergo a bathochromic shift 
(Figure 3.5, left). These observations suggest that THF molecules can 
better stabilize the first excited state of MgTPP than the ground state. 
TDDFT-calculations of MgTPP and CdTPP at the Franck-Condon geome-
try show that in contrast to MgTPP, the Cd atom is pushed outside the 
porphyrin ring and the whole molecule is bent (Figure 3.6).[ 121] This 
square-based pyramid structure has been caused by the large size of Cd2+ 
(1.02 Å) and may play a different role of the  photophysical properties in 
porphyrins.[77] 
Figure 3.7: MgTPP with one (left) and two (right) THF solvent molecules 
(B3LYP/3-21G*).[121] 
It well known that, in nature, the Mg atom in chlorophylls exhibits 
almost exclusively five-fold coordination[122-124]. For example, a water mo-
Figure 3.6: Structure of MgTPP (left) and CdTPP (right) using B3LYP/3-
21G*.[121] 
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lecule can provide an important stabilization in the special chlorophyll 
pairs P700 and P680.[125] For MgTPP, especially in THF, fivefold coordina-
ted species should be prevalent, beside the six coordinated one[126] (see 
Figure 3.7). In order to better understand the five- or six-coordinated stru-
cture of porphyrins, TDDFT theoretical calculations were performed using 
B3LYP/3-21G*.[121] From the results of theoretical calculations for 
MgTPP, coordinated to one or two THF solvent molecules, the position of 
the phenyl rings, i.e. the angle between the plane of the porphyrin skeleton 
as well as solvent molecules, play an important role in the spectra of por-
phyrins. Due to the steric demand of the solvent molecules, the phenyl-
rings are supposed to twist considerably which affects the orbital overlap 
between the skeleton and ring, which exerts influence on the methin-
bridges in the MO-model. In the hypothetical case of the phenyl rings lying 
in the plane of the porphyrin skeleton, the electronic states are lower by 
0.4-0.5 eV for the ungerade-states on a B3LYP/6-31G*-level. Coordi-
nation with one THF molecule leads to an energy decrease of the electronic 
states and consequently the red shift in the first absorption band (Figure 
3.5). Further theoretical studies about the properties of the bond between 
porphyrins as well as phthalocyanines and central metals without (Mg) or 
with a closed d-shell (Zn and Cd) to ligands binding via various row II and 
III atoms (e.g. nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus and sulphur) were performed 
using energy decomposition analysis (EDA) with various methods and 
basis sets.[121] The calculation results showed that the ligands binding in 
metalloporphyrins via a nitrogen atom were preferred to those binding via 
oxygen. In the case of six-coordinated porphyrin, the phenyl groups are 
twisted by ~27.7° from perpendicularity and therefore exhibit a different 
geometry instead of a D4h-symmetry as suggested. Moreover, EDA analy-
sis suggests that six-fold coordination was readily available for magnesium 
as central metal atom as opposed to zinc and cadmium porphyrins which 
also showed a weaker bond strength.[121] However, upon the vertical excita-
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tion over a rather large laser pulse width, the excited species will be still 
assumed to be of D4h-symmetry. Further experimental and theoretical work 
will address this issue. Moreover, four-fold coordinated Mg species within 
porphyrins and (bacterio)-chlorophylls have never been encountered ex-
perimentally in crystal structures which are unstable and coordinately un-
saturated. Either solvent or surrounding water molecules are spontaneously 
tightly bound while in a protein environment, various polar amino acid 
residues function as apical ligands to the Mg atom.[122] For Cd porphyrins, 
the X-ray structures of pyridine and toluene adducts of cadmium meso-
tetra-(p-chlorophenyl)porphyrins have been determined by Wun et al.[127] 
and were proposed as a square-based pyramid. 
3.3.3 Fluorescence Emission Spectroscopy 
The fluorescence emission spectra of MgTPP and CdTPP have been mea-
sured and compared with absorption spectra in THF and toluene, which are 
displayed in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9, respectively. The emission spectra 
show a mirror-symmetry relationship to the ground state absorption band in 
the Q-region and exhibit a small Stokes shift which suggests that it under-
goes minimal nuclear geometry change after photoexcitation.[128] Besides 
emission from the Q-band, one also observes fluorescence from the Soret-
band violating KashD¶VUXOHIOXRUHVFHQFHVSHFWUXPRIWKH6RUHW-band is not 
shown here).[129,130] The fluorescence band originates from the first excited 
state (Q(0,0)) peaks at 617 nm for MgTPP and 626 nm for CdTPP in THF, 
which is in agreement with the literature[131,132]. The second weak fluores-
cence band corresponding to the absorption band Q(1,0) was observed at 
671 nm for MgTPP (665 nm for CdTPP) on the red side of the first maxi-
mum. The S1 ĺ60 fluorescence spectrum shows a small Stokes shift of 
roughly 120 cm-1 for MgTPP and 434 cm-1 for CdTPP. For porphyrins in 
toluene, the fluorescence spectra have similar behavior as THF. Compari-
son of the emission spectra between CdTPP and MgTPP show that the emi-
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ssion spectrum of MgTPP is more structured and the bands are narrower. 
Moreover, a significant difference was observed for the emission intensi-
ties. The fluorescence quantum yield for CdTPP was estimated to be 4 × 
10-4[132] which is much lower than that for MgTPP (0.15 in Ref. [132] and 
0.13 in Ref. [133]). Hence, the fluorescence intensity of CdTPP is much 
lower than that of MgTPP. This result indicates that the fluorescence pro-
perties of both porphyrins are significantly altered with different central 
metal atoms (here Mg and Cd). 
Figure 3.8: Steady-state absorption (black) and emission (red) spectrum of a) 
CdTPP and b) MgTPP in THF measured at room temperature; emission spectra 
excited at 431 nm for CdTPP and 430 nm for MgTPP. 
Figure 3.9: Steady-state absorption (black) and emission (green) spectrum of a) 
CdTPP and b) MgTPP in toluene measured at room temperature; emission spectra 
excited at 431 nm for CdTPP and 428 nm for MgTPP.  
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Chapter 3: Ultrafast Dynamics and Transient Anisotropy of Metalloporphyrins 
Additionally, concentration-dependent fluorescence measurements were 
recorded with varying concentrations of CdTPP and MgTPP in THF. From 
WKHUHVXOWVDVVKRZQLQ)LJXUHLW¶VIRXQGWKDWthe emission intensity of 
porphyrins increases with decreasing concentration of porphyrins. In 
general, this behavior can be interpreted primarily via the formation of agg-
regates such as dimers and trimers. In an earlier report, decreased emission 
intensity of the Soret-band was also observed, which suggested that the 
lower fluorescence quantum yield has been caused by high aggregates of 
porphyrin in comparison with their monomers.[134] In this case, a Förster-
type (fluorescence resonance) energy transfer between molecules leads to 
reabsorption of an emitted fluorescence photon by neighboring molecules 
and therefore to reduction in radiative efficiency (low fluorescence intensi-
ty). This type of energy transfer requires a similar resonance frequency bet-
ween energy donor and acceptor. Thus, a small Stokes shift between ab-
sorption and emission spectra in porphyrins could give rise to resonance 
energy transfer. Consequently, this self-assembly process at high concen-
trations leads to fluorescence self-quenching in porphyrins. 
Figure 3.10: Concentration dependent absorption (solid) and fluorescence emission 
(dash) spectra of CdTPP (left) and MgTPP (right) in THF at varied concentration; 
red: 1.8 × 10-5mol/l, orange: 8.3 × 10-6mol/l, green: 3.1 × 10-6mol/l, blue: 2.2 × 10-
6mol/l for CdTPP; red: 1.3 × 10-5mol/l, green: 6.5 × 10-6mol/l, blue: 2.0 × 10-6mol/l 
for MgTPP. 
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3.3.4 Fluorescence Excitation Spectroscopy 
Fluorescence excitation spectroscopy is a powerful technique which en-
hances the capabilities of fluorescence emission spectroscopy. Unlike fluo-
rescence emission spectroscopy, the fluorescence excitation spectrum is 
obtained by fixing the emission wavelength and varying the excitation 
wavelength across a region needed. Principally, equivalent to an absorption 
spectrum, the fluorescence excitation spectrum characterizes the electronic 
fine structure of the molecule in the excited states. As shown in Figure 3.11 
for CdTPP and 3.12 for MgTPP in THF, the excitation spectra are very 
similar to the absorption spectra at low concentrations (e.g., 2.0 × 10-6
mol/l for MgTPP) without additional bands (Figure 3.12, blue curve). In 
the case of high concentrations, the excitation spectra in the Q-band region 
remain similar to the absorption spectra, while the peaks near the Soret-
band region are quite distinct. The Soret band in the absorption spectrum 
has been split up from 431 nm into 415 and 445 nm, for example, in Cd-
TPP. Those observations indicate that at high concentrations (> 3.0 × 10-6
mol/l) the strong interactions in the Soret-band lead to the splitting of the 
Soret-peak. In contrast, these interactions are very weak for the Q-band. It 
is well known that porphyrins can self-assemble spontaneously into 
aggregates through noncovalent interactions depending on the concentra-
tion and structural properties.[135-137] This self-assembly leads to fluores-
cence self-quenching which has been shown in Section 3.3.3. The forma-
tion of aggregates can also be envisaged from the fluorescence excitation 
spectrum. Before interpreting the fluorescence excitation spectrum, a brief 
overview about the aggregation of fluorescent molecules seems to be nece-
ssary. Two classes of aggregates are H-aggregates and J-aggregates. The 
energy level diagram for a monomer, a H-dimer and a J-dimer has been 
suggested by Herz[138] and is shown in Figure 3.13. H-aggregates form 
when the transition dipole moments of two molecules are in a face-to-face 
configuration (parallel transitions dipoles in Ref. [134]), whereas J-aggre-
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gates arise when the two transition dipole moments are positioned edge-to-
edge (in-line transition dipoles in Ref. [134]). In the case of H-aggregates, 
the out-of-SKDVHGLSROHLQWHUDFWLRQOHDGVWRDORZHULQJRIHQHUJ\(¶-state), 
while the in-phase dipole interaction gives rise to repulsion and increases 
the eQHUJ\OHYHO(¶¶-state). Since the transition dipole moment is given by 
the sum of the individual dipole moment of molecules, the transition from 
WKHJURXQGVWDWHWRWKH(¶-state is IRUELGGHQEXWLVDOORZHGWRWKH(¶¶-state. 
For J-aggregates, again, the in-phase dipole interaction along the 
polarization axis leads to electrostatic attraction and reduces the excited 
VWDWH HQHUJ\ (¶-state). However, the out-of-phase interaction causes 
repulsion and produces the higher HQHUJHWLF (¶¶-state. In this case, the 
WUDQVLWLRQV WR WKH (¶-VWDWH DUH DOORZHG ZKHUHDV WKH WUDQVLWLRQV WR WKH (¶¶-
state are forbidden in contrast to H-aggregates (Figure 3.13). 
Figure 3.11: Steady-state absorption (left) and fluorescence excitation (right) 
spectra of CdTPP in THF with varying concentration (1.8 × 10-5 mol/l (black), 8.3 
× 10-6 mol/l (red), 3.1 × 10-6 mol/l (blue), 2.2 × 10-6 mol/l (purple)). Excitation 
wavelengths vary between 250 and 650 nm and the fluorescence is probed at 666 
nm.  
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Figure 3.12: Steady-state absorption (left) and fluorescence excitation (right) 
spectra of MgTPP in THF with varying concentration (1.3 × 10-5 mol/l (black), 6.5 
× 10-6 mol/l (red), 2.0 × 10-6 mol/l (blue)). Excitation wavelengths vary between 250 
and 650 nm and the fluorescence is probed at 671 nm. 
Figure 3.13: Simplified scheme of the absorption from the ground state to the first 
excited state for a fluorescent molecule for monomer, H-dimer and J-dimer.[134,138]. 
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As a consequence, in-line transition dipole (J-aggregates) leads to a 
spectral red shift in comparison with the spectrum of monomer. H-aggre-
gates absorb, however, at shorter wavelength relative to the monomer. In 
general, J-aggregates are typical for fluorescent molecules, while H-
aggregates lead to weak or non-fluorescence.[138] Porphyrins are well suited 
building blocks to investigate self-assembled processes, since they can 
spontaneously self-assemble into dimers or higher aggregates through co-
valent interactions.[139] From our experimental results of fluorescence exci-
tation spectra, the splitting of the Soret-peak from 431 nm to 415 nm and 
445 nm may result from the aggregate formation as the concentration of 
porphyrin increases. According to the excitonic splitting theory[134,140], such 
a splitting is in-line transition (red shift) according to the data from 
excitation spectra. This simple point-dipole exciton coupling theory is 
useful to interpret the spectral features caused by the dimeric intera-
ctions.[134] At the same time, the peak at 415 nm remains to be assigned to 
the Soret-transition. This can be interpreted using the excitonic coupling 
model suggested by Kim and co-workers.[141,142] Figure 3.14 illustrates how 
the electronic states of the monomer split into several associated electronic 
Figure 3.14: The excitonic coupling model in direct linear combination of meso-
meso linked diporphyrin (illustration adapted from ref. [143]).  
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3.4 Ultrafast Relaxation Dynamics of the First Excited State 
states due to excitonic interactions in a meso-meso linked diporphyrin.[143] 
As shown in Figure 3.14, the transition dipole moment of the Soret-band 
(Bx and By, see Eq. 3.1), which is degenerate in a monomeric porphyrin, in-
dependently interacts with neighboring porphyrins. The associated 
electronic states couple to each other and form two excitonic states (Bz¶DQG
Bz). Bz¶-state is an energetically higher-lying state and dipole-forbidden, 
whereas the low-lying state (Bz) is allowed. As a results of the splitting, the 
Soret-band exhibits a red-shifted band and an unperturbed band.[143] In 
contrast to CdTPP, the splitting of the Soret-band in MgTPP is not very 
clear (Figure 3.12). At the same time, the Q-bands remain nearly at the 
same position due to weak oscillator strength and therefore exhibit mono-
meric features. 
3.4Ultrafast Relaxation Dynamics of the First Excited State 
During the past years, ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopy studies have 
been performed on a number of transition metal porphyrins in order to 
clarify the dynamics and structures of their excited states.[144-146] Due to the 
interactions between central atom d-orbitals and the nitrogen orbitals of the 
tetrapyrrole macrocycle, the excited state dynamics depend on the nature of 
the central metal atom and its significant effects on the excited state life-
times have been observed and also intensively studied.[81-84,93,132] Thus, 
excited state characterization is important in determining the possible 
applications of those compounds. Self-assembly effects at high concentra-
tion (a10-4 mol/l) which have been mentioned above may not affect the
dynamics of the first excited state according to the fluorescence excitation 
and emission spectroscopy. Thus, in this section, the relaxation dynamics 
of the first excited state of metalloporphyrins with different central metal 
atoms (M = Mg, Cd) are studied by means of pump-probe spectroscopy to 
gain some knowledge about the excited state dynamics and the influence of 
dark states on the dynamics. 
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3.4.1 Relaxation Dynamics of MgTPP 
In the degenerate experiment with single color pump and single color probe 
at a wavelength of 620 nm and a spectral pulse with (FWHM) of 25 nm, 
excitation of MgTPP in THF exclusively showed a positive ǻOD-value, 
which represents excited-state absorption (ESA), instead of ground state 
bleaching (GSB) and/or stimulated emission (SE). However, upon redu-
ction of the spectral width to about 7 nm, obtained by two variable thin 
metal plates mounted inside the optical compressor (Appendix B.1), nega-
tive response could be obtained. These spectrally narrow pulses with a 
pulse duration of about 75 fs (FWHM) were used to probe the ultrafast re-
sponse in the vicinity of the Q(0,0)-transition between 600 and 630 nm by 
repositioning the metal plates in the optical compressor while leaving the 
pump pulse unchanged. The results are shown in Figure 3.15: A negative 
response is detected at 615 nm and, less pronounced, at 610 nm. In 
contrast, the pump-induced change of the optical density (ǻOD) becomes 
positive at 622 nm at delay times exceeding ~4 ps and exhibits no apparent 
GSB/SE responses at all other probe wavelengths. Fitting with a tri-expo-
nential function delivers three time constants of Ĳ1 = (100 ± 30) fs, Ĳ2 = (3.5 
± 0.4) ps, and Ĳ3 in the nanosecond timescale (Figure 3.17). However, the 
amplitude for each temporal profile (the absolute value as well as the sign) 
strongly depends on the probe wavelength.[94] Note that the depopulation of 
the excited state is possible through some relaxation channels, for example, 
internal conversion (IC) to the ground state, fluorescence, or intersystem 
crossing into one of the triplet excited states (ISC). For MgTPP, the quan-
tum yield was determined by many research groups at about 0.24, 0.29, and 
0.47.[147,148] Hence, the remaining two time constants cannot be assigned to 
electronic relaxation. The time constant on a subpicosecond time scale (Ĳ1) 
might arise from polarization effects which are known to be very promi-
nent in MgTPP[149], although measurements were executed under magic 
angle condition, it is possible that these effects were not completely extin-
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guished. Another, more reasonable, possibility is assumed that the response 
is caused by fast vibrational relaxation processes in MgTPP in the excited 
state. The first time constant is only observed in the proximity of the two 
competing processes, SE and ESA around 620 nm. Here, a geometrical 
distortion can lead to a dramatic change in the fluorescence intensity at a 
given probe wavelength (and also, but probably less dominantly, to a 
change in the ESA properties). The time constant on the picosecond time 
scale (Ĳ2) should be also assigned to vibronic relaxation in the Q-state. The 
dynamics must be within the Q-band because otherwise, no long-time fluo-
rescence would be observed. Moreover, these dynamics cause a long time 
response which is relatively flat compared to the structured band and 
should be assigned to the lifetime of the fluorescence. The time constants 
found in these experiments agree with those found by Galliet al.[149], 
however, they did not assign them to any process. 
Figure 3.15: Transient responses of MgTPP in THF after excitation at 620 nm and 
probing between 600 and 630 nm with a spectral width of 7 nm. The time axis is 
linear up to 1 ps, then logarithmic thereafter. 
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3.4.2 Relaxation Dynamics of CdTPP 
As in MgTPP, there also exists a spectrally confined region of GSB/SE in 
CdTPP at a probe wavelength between 610 and 615 nm, while a small 
change in the probe wavelength leads to a dominant ESA contribution (see 
Figure 3.16). The processes in CdTPP are similar to those in MgTPP. The 
transient responses of CdTPP can be sufficiently fitted using tri-exponen-
tial function and result in three time constants of Ĳ1 = (5.5 ± 0.6) ps, Ĳ2 = 
(110 ± 20) ps, and Ĳ3 in nanosecond timescales. The first time constant (Ĳ1) 
can be assigned to vibrational relaxation and agree with that in MgTPP. 
However, the Q-band relaxes on the time scale of 110 ps, indicating the 
timescale of ISC-process is in agreement with Ref. [132]. The relatively 
short lived Q-state and the fast ISC-process was also observed and explain-
Figure 3.16: Transient responses of CdTPP in THF after excitation at 610 nm and 
probing between 605 and 630 nm with a spectral width of about 10 nm.  
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3.4.2 Relaxation Dynamics of CdTPP 
ed in earlier studies.[83] The most significant change is the absence of the 
fast relaxation (time constant on subpicosecond in MgTPP) in the region 
around 620 nm (Figure 3.17). One possible explanation is the more rigid 
structure of CdTPP (Figure 3.6). It is known by X-ray analysis and theo-
retical calculation that the Cd-atom is pushed outside the porphyrin ring 
due to the large radius of Cd-atom and the whole molecule is 
domed.[94,121,150] On the other hand, this destabilizes the molecule but, on 
the one hand, it is less sensitive to fluctuations and solvent response. There-
fore, no shift in the fluorescence spectrum is expected and no response on a 
subpicosecond time scale could be observed.
Figure 3.17: Comparison of the negative responses due to GSB/SE of CdTPP 
(square) and MgTPP (circle) in THF. The pump wavelengths were set at 620 nm for 
MgTPP and 610 nm for CdTPP, respectively. The probe wavelengths are at 615 nm 
for both.
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3.4.3 The Role of Dark States 
The experimental observations (Figure 3.15 for MgTPP and 3.16 for 
CdTPP) show that vibrational progression can change the sign of the tran-
sients from a dominant GSB/SE at short delay times to ESA at longer 
delays and the GSB/SE response can be obtained only within a narrow 
spectral window. In other words, spectrally broad pulses lead to an incohe-
rent superposition of both SE and ESA processes, of which the latter pro-
cess seems to be the dominant part. These observations suggest that the 
presence of darks states might influence the depopulation of higher excited 
states. The detection of dark states in the Soret-region is therefore assumed 
to play a fundamental role in the photodynamics of metalloporphyrins. 
Although dark states do not contribute to the absorption properties, they 
might be as crucial for the electronic relaxation as they are in many other 
systems.[86,151] In a [1+1] excitation process, since two photons are invol-
ved, the final states have to be one-photon forbidden gerade-states. In sub-
sequent experiments, the probe wavelengths were tuned to the NIR region 
without confinement of the spectral width of the probe pulse. 
Figure 3.18: Transient absorption spectra of MgTPP in THF after excitation at 620 
nm.[94] 
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Figure 3.18 shows the transient spectra of MgTPP in THF performed 
using a single color pump (FWHM = 40 nm) at 620 nm and a white light 
probe in the visible region between 450 - 700 nm and NIR reaching up to 
1600 nm. Around 600 nm, three bands resulting from GSB/SE can be ob-
served. In the IR, the spectra at 1, 10, 100, and 1000 ps (Figure 3.18) show 
a broad ESA-band with a maximum at 800 nm (probe wavelength). This 
band extends even further to 450 nm and clearly dominates the GSB/SE 
band. Further in the NIR, another noticeable absorption band appears 
centered at 1240 nm which might be attributed to the weak, quasi-forbid-
den, Soret-band absorption. All transient profiles showed a mono-exponen-
Figure 3.19: Transient spectra in NIR in comparison with the absorption spectrum 
of MgTPP in THF. Inset shows amplitudes after 620 nm (black) and 571 nm (red) 
excitation at a delay time of about 1 ps. The spectra were fitted using Gaussian 
multiple peak function (blue) and resulted in three absorption maxima at 753, 836, 
and 907 nm corresponding to energy levels of 3.64, 3.48, and 3.36 eV. Dotted line 
in Inset: masked region for 620 nm excitation due to the limited accessibility of the 
laser setup. (x axis for transient absorption spectra is the combined energy from 
pump plus probe pulse.) 
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tial decay with a lifetime in the nanosecond regime. Consider that the broad 
band around 800 nm might overlap from some different electronic states, 
additional single 620 nm pump- NIR probe transient absorption measure-
ments were carried out after excitation at 620 and 571 nm corresponding to 
the Q(0,0)- and the Q(1,0)-band, respectively, and probing in the NIR. The 
amplitudes at 1 ps of each temporal profile were plotted in Figure 3.19 
(inset). Fitted by using Gaussian multiple peak function, the results reveal-
ed three maximal absorptions lying between Soret- and N-band at energy 
levels of 3.64, 3.48, and 3.36 eV which are accessible via [1+1] excitation. 
The transient absorption spectra and the results of the transient absorptions 
(NOPA-NOPA experiments) are compared in Figure 3.19 with the steady-
state absorption spectrum. The associated data are in good agreement with 
the results from transient absorption spectra. 
The transient spectra of CdTPP in THF probed in the spectral region 
between 540 and 1700 nm with excitation wavelength at 610 nm is shown 
in Figure 3.20. In the NIR range, essentially, the spectral features of CdTPP 
are similar to that of MgTPP: a weak and broad band is going from the 
visible to 1400 nm with two shallow maxima at 800 and 1000 nm, and an 
intense band peaks at 1275 nm which is in the same energetic regions as 
the maximum in MgTPP, and likely has the same origin (Sored-band absor-
ption). However, at least two significant differences can be observed in 
comparison with the results of MgTPP.[94] First, an additional absorption 
with a maximum at 850 nm arises beyond 100 ps. According to the propo-
sition by earlier reports[87,88], this absorption band can be assigned to an-
other channel to a triplet excited states via ISC with a decay time constant 
of 110 ps. Second, the broad ESA-band, which absents in transient absor-
ption spectra beyond 1300 nm in MgTPP (Figure 3.18), could go up to 
1600 nm or even longer. Since the amplitudes of the transient absorption 
spectra are so weak in this range, single color pump-single color probe ab-
sorption measurements are required. The experimental results are shown in 
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Figure 3.21. The dynamics of the responses remained almost unchanged at 
all probe wavelengths. A strong ESA response at time zero was observed 
around 1000 nm, which corresponds to combined energies of 3.27 eV. In 
addition, this band seems to extent our accessible spectral window of 1660 
nm. The combined energy (pump plus probe pulse) probably falls below 
2.78 eV which means that an acceptor state must lie in this energetic re-
gion. Further in the visible region the transient absorption spectra of 
CdTPP differ significantly from those of MgTPP (Figure 3.18). Indeed, 
two additional ESA bands peak at 550 and 590 nm, respectively, in CdTPP 
degrading within roughly 100 ps. Afterwards a bleaching is observed that is 
red-shifted by a20 nm. Hence, it seems that there is another exit channel in
CdTPP on this time scale. Currently, the physical origin of this process is 
unclear and will be subject to more detailed studies in the future. 
Figure 3.20: Transient absorption spectra of CdTPP in THF after excitation at 610 
nm.[94]. 
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Figure 3.21: Temporal profiles of CdTPP in THF after excitation at 610 nm and 
probing between 900 and 1660 nm. The time axis is linear up to 1 ps, then 
logarithmic thereafter. 
In order to interpret the experimental findings, TDDFT-calculations are 
performed by Dr. O. Schalk in the Riedle group on MgTPP and CdTPP 
using the GAMESS-package and compared with ZnTPP, free base TPP and 
MgP (magnesium porphyrin without substituent).[94] Ground-state geome-
tries were calculated in B3LYP/6-31G* under the restriction of both D4h- 
and C2v-symmetry (D2d-symmetry for the case of free base porphyrin). 
Singlet excitation energies with C2v-symmetry were calculated in B3LYP-
/6-31G*. The results are visualized in Figure 3.22. Comparing MgP and 
MgTPP, one important feature is the energetic difference between equiva-
lent states (about 0.15-0.3 eV). Here the phenyl group in MgTPP plays an 
important role. These aromatic groups at the methine-bridge allow for a 
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slightly better stabilization than the C-H bond of MgP due to the additional 
hyper conjugation effect on the porphyrin ring. This effect reduces the 
interaction between the bridges and the (Py)42-cage and gives rise to lower
the 5eg-state and raise the 4eg-state. As a result, the energy gap between 
4a2u-state (HOMO) and 1a1u-state (HOMO-1) and 5eg-state (LUMO) de-
creases, leading to a red-shift in the absorption spectrum.[97] The dif-
ferences of the theoretical values for the Q- and Soret-band (1Eu and 2Eu, 
see Figure 3.22) between MgP and MgTPP of 0.16 and 0.28 eV, respe-
ctively, are in good agreement with the experimental values of 0.11 and 
0.23 eV. 
Figure 3.22: Schematic energy diagram for different porphyrin systems calculated 
on the basis of B3LYP/6-31G* (3-21G* for CdTPP) for bright states (red), dark 
states (black) and the lowest triplet state (label with T1). The 1Eg-state is high-
lighted by blue color and the ground state is in green color.[94]. 
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The excited states of the investigated porphyrins are not very sensitive 
with respect to the central metal atom. They consist of a set of Eu-states 
(ungerade-states, also bright states) that are one-photon excitation allowed 
and a bunch of gerade-states (also dark states). The Eu-states of the B3LYP 
are approximately 0.5 eV higher in energy than the experimental values.[94] 
The grade-states consist of 4 states and the eg ĸ eg-excitation between 3.6 
and 3.9 eV that cannot be assigned to a certain symmetry, since ௚݁ ٔ ௚݁ ൌ
ܽଵ௚ ٔ ܽଶ௚ ٔ ܾଵ௚ ٔ ܾଶ௚ (a1 and a2 in C2v-symmetry). The crucial difference 
among porphyrins with different central metal atoms, however, is an Eg-
state resulting from an excitation of a b1g-orbital to the LUMO (the state is 
highlighted in blue color in Figure 3.22). This orbital is localized at the N-
atoms and interacts with an- unoccupied or occupied dx2-y2-orbital at the
central metal (see picture on the cover of this chapter). In the case of the 
Mg atom, the d-manifolds are empty and this Eg-state can be found around 
4.46 eV due to relatively weak interactions. This state is on the blue side of 
the Soret-band. In ZnTPP, however, the orbital becomes significantly des-
tabilized due to interaction of the large size of the 4dx2-y2-orbital as com-
pared to the 3dx2-y2-orbital in MgTPP, which causes a poorer overlap with 
the N-cage. This lowers the gap to the LUMO and reduces the excitation 
energy to 3.17 eV nearby the Soret-state. The interaction is even more 
pronounced in CdTPP, where the excitation energy drops to 2.97 eV. In the 
case of free base porphyrin (TPPH2), the symmetry is reduced from D4h to 
D2h. This reduction leads to a splitting not only of the Q-band (Qx and Qy) 
and Soret-band (Bx and By), but also of the Eg-transition. The latter state 
turns into a B1g- and Ag-state that are separated by 0.2 eV.[94] 
Now one can compare the theoretical results with the experimental data 
of MgTPP, CdTPP as well as ZnTTP and TTPH2 (porphyrin with tolyl 
group) from Ref. [93]. The transient spectra of MgTPP, fitted with a 
Gaussian multiple peak function, reveal three states lying between the 
optically bright Soret- and N-band at the energy levels of 3.64, 3.48, and 
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3.36 eV (Figure 3.19). Comparing the energy gaps between these states 
(a0.15 eV) and those from the vibronic progression of the Q-band, it is 
difficult to judge whether these states are a vibronic progression within one 
electronic (dark) state, or if they are correspond to different electronic exci-
ted (dark) states. A suitable candidate for those transitions would be states 
of the ௚݁ ٔ ௚݁-manifold which represent the lowest lying excited gerade-
states in MgTPP according to these calculations (Figure 3.22 and 3.23).[94] 
Figure 3.23: Experimental schematic diagram for different porphyrin systems 
(MgTPP, ZnTTP, CdTPP and TTPH2 in THF). Bright states are in red, dark states 
in black (data of ZnTTP and TTPH2 are from Ref. [93] and [94]). 
In CdTPP, the low lying dark state from calculations at an energy of 
about 2.97 eV, below the Soret-band, can be supported by the experimental 
detection at a probe wavelength up to 1660 nm (Figure 3.21). The two 
weak maxima at probe wavelength around 800 and 1000 nm which corre-
spond to energies at 3.58 and 3.27 eV respectively, arise from the same 
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origin: the ௚݁ ٔ ௚݁-manifold. The position also agrees with the TDDFT-
calculations. The transient response at probe wavelength 1660 nm can give 
the evidence for a further absorption band at a total energy less than 2.78 
eV according to the TDDFT-results. The only band that can be responsible 
for this transient is the 11Eg-state which is predicted from DFT calcula-
tions.[94] 
Previous theoretical and experimental results for the excited states of 
MgTPP, ZnTTP, CdTPP, and TTPH2 (Figure 3.22 and 3.23) lead to a 
simple explanation for the relaxation dynamics upon Soret-excitation of 
these systems.[81-83,88,130] In Mg-porphyrin, the gerade-states are all on the 
blue side of the Soret-band and below the N-band. Those states probably 
do not influence the relaxation dynamics. Therefore, the molecule exclu-
sively relaxes via the S2-S1-channel (from Soret-band to Q-band) which 
allows the energy gap law to explain the solvent dependence of the lifetime 
of the Soret-state.[83,152-154] For Zn-porphyrin, the gerade-states are nearby 
the Soret-band and might provide an alternative relaxation channel, 
possibly bypassing the Q-state. However, the role of this channel is most 
prominent in Cd-porphyrin, where 30% of the excited molecules are not 
relaxing via the Q-state[83] and the decay time is significantly shortened. 
Obviously, the energy decrease of the Eg-state favours its accessibility. In 
free base porphyrin, the internal conversion is very fast (about 50 fs).[88] 
These fast dynamics could equally be explained by the presence of an N-
localized orbital which was shown to lie below the Soret-band (B1g in D2h-
symmetry).[93] 
A different way to explain the relaxation dynamics in CdTPP is based 
on a strong spin-orbital coupling (so-called heavy atom effect[155,156]) which 
is thought to result in a fast ISC-process to a triplet excited state. This 
effect was previously used to explain the low fluorescence quantum yield 
of CdTPP from the Q-state.[132] However, the lifetime of Q-band was deter-
mined to be 110 ps in our measurements and the same time constant was 
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previously found upon Soret-band excitation.[132] It is evident that the effect 
is not sufficient to explain why a large fraction of molecules bypasses the 
Q-state. Moreover, it does not account for the ultrafast behaviors in TTP-
H2 while the presented model covers both cases. As a conclusion, the ex-
perimental observations show that: 1) vibrational progression was able to 
change the sign of the transient responses from SE at short delay times to 
ESA at longer delays; 2) SE response can be obtained only within a narrow 
spectral window for MgTPP and CdTPP. This behavior might arise from 
the presence of dark states which are one-photon excitation forbidden. The 
detection of such dark states in the vicinity of the Soret-band is therefore 
assumed to play an important role in the photodynamics of porphyrin 
systems. According to the experimental and theoretical results, the presen-
ce of dark states below the Soret-band can be used to interpret why the effi-
ciency for the S2-S1-relaxation (Soret- to Q-band relaxation) is significantly 
decreased in CdTPP. The position of the dark states can directly affect the 
relaxation dynamics upon Soret-excitation since it opens up an additional 
decay channel. 
3.5Transient Anisotropy 
Transient anisotropy[157] is a powerful tool to obtain the knowledge of rota-
tional reorientation[158] , intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR)[159], 
and the changes in the electronic transition dipole moment associated to the 
vibrational relaxation process as well as the rotation diffusion[160]. In addi-
tion, it also provides an important contribution to ultrafast molecular dyna-
mics in degenerate systems such as the electronic dephasing in the conden-
sed phase[161]. In a common molecule, excitation occurs along the transition 
dipole moment which can be regarded as a vector in a three dimensional 
space. In this case, transient anisotropy has values between 0.4 and -0.2.[162] 
However, for molecular systems which show two degenerate, or two nearly 
degenerate excited states, this value can reach as high as 0.7, exceeding the 
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limit of 0.4.[149,163-165] From a theoretical point of view, quantum mecha-
nics[166] and semi-classical models[167] for transient anisotropy in degenerate 
excited states were developed to describe dephasing and decoherence pro-
cesses. A direct experimental evidence for such an unusual transient aniso-
tropy values has been obtained by Hochstrasser and co-workers in MgTPP 
at room temperature[149]. They reported that the transient anisotropy values 
reached as high as 0.65 at short delay times relaxing to a long time value of 
approximately 0.1 This behavior was explained by coherent excitation 
along the two transition dipole moments of the degenerate Q-band[161,168]. 
In contrast to MgTPP, the transient anisotropy of CdTPP showed an unex-
pected behaviour where ground state bleaching at very short delay times 
was followed by excited state absorption for t > 200 fs. The discrepancy 
between both porphyrins was explained E\WKHSUHVHQFHRI³GLIIXVHVWDWHV´
for CdTPP without a more detailed explanation[149]. In order to study the in-
fluence of molecular excited states dynamics in more detail, CdTPP in THF 
was chosen for investigation.[169] 
3.5.1 Anisotropy for Nondegenerate and Degenerate States 
The anisotropy describes essentially the rotation behaviors of molecules in 
solution. An incident laser beam with a certain polarization excites only 
those molecules whose transition dipole moments are parallel to the 
polarization of the incident light. This is known as photoselection which 
results in an anisotropic distribution of molecules. Thus, in order to record 
the change of anisotropy, a second laser beam with polarization either 
parallel (ܫצ) or perpendicular (ܫୄ) to the excitation beam was employed by 
means of a tunable Ȝ/2 plate. A semi-classical approach was developed by 
Dr. O. Schalk and Dr. A.-N. Unterreiner[167,170] to describe the transient an-
isotropy in coherent nondegenerate and degenerate system. Here a brief 
introduction of this model will be presented. In general, the transient aniso-
tropy can be defined as[171] 
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ݎሺݐሻ ൌ ூצሺ௧ሻିூ఼ሺ௧ሻூצሺ௧ሻାଶூ఼ሺ௧ሻ               (3.2) 
where 
ܫצ ൌ ܥۃଶ௠ ߦ ଶ௡ ߴۄఝǡణ ؠ ஼ସగ ׬ ݀߮
ଶగ
଴ ׬ ݀ߴ
గ
଴ ଶ௠ ߦ ଶ௡ ߴ  ߴ  (3.3) 
ܫୄ ൌ ܥۃଶ௠ ߦ ଶ௠ ߮ ଶ௡ ߴۄఝǡణ
ؠ ஼ସగ ׬ ݀߮ ଶ௠ ߮
ଶగ
଴ ׬ ݀ߴ
గ
଴ ଶ௠ ߦ ଶ௡ ߴ  ߴ.           (3.4) 
Here m and n are the number of pump and probe photons, respectively. C is 
constant and can be consider as 1 to simplify the solution. The angles ߴ and 
߮ denote the angles between z- or y-axis and the projection of the transition 
dipole moment ߤԦଵ (here excitation pulses) in spherical coordinates, respe-
ctively. ߦis the angle between the second transition dipole moment ߤԦଶ
(probe pulses) and z-axis. The two dipole moments have an angle ofߚ. 
Angle ߛ defines the position of a grand circle that is determined by the two 
transition dipole moments (see Figure 3.24). After integrating Eq. (3.3) and 
(3.4) by considering one photoexcitation (݉ ൌ ͳ) and using Eq. (3.2), the 
transient anisotropy at time zero results in 
ݎሺͲሻ ൌ ଶ௡ଶ௡ାଷ ሺ͵ ଶ ߚ െ ͳሻ.  (3.5) 
In the simplest case, the pump and probe photons are absorbed via a one 
photon process, namely [1+1] process (݊ ൌ ͳ), along two parallel oriented 
transition dipole moments ߤԦଵ andߤԦଶ. In this case, one gets the well-known 
Perrin equation.[172] 
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Figure 3.24: Simplified scheme of the transient dipole moments and the relevant 
angles.[170] 
As mentioned above, the angleߚ describes the polarization direction 
between the pump induced transition dipole and the probe transition dipole. 
For the polarization of probe pulses which are parallel (ߚ ൌ Ͳι) or perpen-
dicular (ߚ ൌ ͻͲι) with respect to that of the pump pulse, one obtains zero 
time anisotropy ݎሺͲሻ ൌ ͲǤͶ andݎሺͲሻ ൌ െͲǤʹ, respectively. In Eq. 3.5, the 
magic angle condition (ݎሺݐሻ ൌ Ͳ by ൌ ͷͶǤ͹Ͷι) is established for 
common pump-probe experiments in order to avoid the anisotropic effect. 
In a system with two-fold degenerate excited states (ȁܽۧ andȁܾۧ), both
dipole moments are perpendicular to each other. One of them is parallel to 
the excitation dipole moment. The transition dipole moment    is linear
combination of ߤԦ௔ andߤԦ௕
ߤԦଶ ൌ ܽߤԦ௔ ൅ ܾߤԦ௕   with ܽଶ ൅ ܾଶ ൌ ͳ.         (3.6) 
Calculationܫצ andܫୄ with excitation along transition dipole moment with 
maximal projection onto z-axis (in this caseߚ ൌ ߚ଴) results 
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   (3.7) 
     (3.8) 
withߚ଴ ൌ െ ሺ ߛ  ߴሻ.   (3.9) 
After using Eq. (3.2) we obtain the zero time anisotropy inݎሺͲሻ ൌ ͲǤ͹.[167] 
3.5.2 Anisotropy for CdTPP in THF 
Figure 3.25a shows the experimental results for three different polariza-
tions (parallel, perpendicular, and magic angle). The experimental anisotro-
py calculated from the transients of Figure 3.25a using Eq. (3.2) is plotted 
in Figure 3.25b. An unusual high transient anisotropy up to 0.65 in CdTPP 
was observed which decays within 100 ps. The dye Nile blue was chosen 
as reference which showed anisotropy values between 0.35 and 0.4 in the 
corresponding probe wavelength region. As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, 
outside the probe wavelength regime of 610 nm < Ȝpr < 620 nm, a small 
change of the probe wavelength leads to a complex superposition of ESA, 
ground state bleach (GSB), and SE which is represented by an alternation 
of negative and positive ǻOD-values. In essence, this superposition is 
caused by the presence of dark state (gerade-states in D4h-symmetry, more 
details see Section 3.4.3) which are accessible via [1+1] excitation. For 
most combinations of pump- and probe pulses, the initial anisotropy r(0) is 
smaller than 0.4. This suggests that the high transient anisotropy value can 
only be observed when the spectral bandwidth of the probe laser is careful-
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ly adapted to the regime of stimulated emission (see Figure 3.16 and 
3.27).[169]
Figure 3.25: a) Transients in parallel (square), magic angle (triangle), and 
perpendicular (circle) polarizations after excitation at 610 nm and probing at 615 
nm. B) Calculated transient anisotropy of CdTPP in THF using Eq. (3.2).[169].
The transient anisotropy of CdTPP in THF in Figure 3.25b decays from 
an initial value r(0) a 0.65 in the order of 100 ps.[169] In contrast, the tran-
sient anisotropy of MgTPP in THF decays bi-exponentially from about 0.7 
within 2 ps to a long time value of approximately 0.1 (see Figure 3.26).[161]
Note that for coherent excitations, such as claimed for MgTPP, the aniso-
tropy decay is usually on the scale of a few ps or faster. Since the high tran-
sient anisotropy arises from the initial superposition of the two degenerate 
states (here Qx and Qy states), according to theoretical calculations of the 
molecular structures (see Figure 3.6), the Cd atom is pushed slightly out-
side the porphyrin ring and the whole molecule is bent due to the relative 
large radius of Cd atom in contrast to MgTPP. But the whole molecule is 
still considered as a quasi-degenerate system allowing for a high anisotro-
py. The restricted flexibility (no fluctuation of the Cd atom in and out of 
the porphyrin plane) may also be the reason for the much longer anisotropy 
(dephasing) decay. In other words, the slow decay could be attributed to the 
specific structure of CdTPP which is more rigid. On the other hand, this 
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3.5.3 Simulation of the Transient Anisotropy 
structural stiffness may favour instability of the molecule upon irradiation 
leading to consecutive reactions on a much longer timescale. 
Figure 3.26: Transient anisotropy of MgTPP in THF after degenerate excitation 
and probing at 620 nm.[161].
3.5.3 Simulation of the Transient Anisotropy 
The high initial transient anisotropy, and long decay timescale, could be 
that they are attributed to the superposition of transient responses. As men-
tioned above, the negative ǻOD-values might contain an incoherent super-
position of GSB/ESA responses. It was demonstrated that these superposi-
tions can influence transient anisotropy such that unusual high values can 
be observed (see Figure 3.27 and also Ref.[173]). In this case, a simulation 
of the experimental results is necessary under consideration, in which the 
observed ǻOD-values are given by the ǻOD-values of ESA components 
plus ǻOD-values of GSB/SE components 
οܱܦצȀୄሺܧݔ݌Ǥ ሻ ൌ οܱܦצȀୄሺܧܵܣሻ൅ οܱܦצȀୄሺܩܵܤȀܵܧሻ.     (3.10) 
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Figure 3.27: Probe wavelength dependence of transients and corresponding 
transient anisotropy of CdTPP in THF after 610 nm excitation of the Q(0,0)-band. 
The pump-probe transients with the probe polarization parallel (black) and 
perpendicular (red) to the pump polarization.[169]  
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In Eq. (3.10) one assumes that only one dark state was taken into account 
in the simulation although it is likely that more low lying dark states are 
available in CdTPP (see Section 3.4.3). The simulation results are shown in 
Figure 3.28 and suggest that this is possible for those cases where ǻOD 
caused by dark states (about -0.2) is almost non-polarization dependent 
(Figure 3.28, left) whereas the bleaching (GSB/SE) contributions contain 
DQ³RUGLQDU\´DQLVRWURS\RIURXJKO\(Figure 3.28, middle). The two an-
isotropy components of ESA and GSB/SE lead to the unusually high tran-
sient anisotropy which is observed in the experiment. The high symmetry 
favors these findings through a defined structure of gerade- and ungerade-
states in porphyrins. The time dependence of the anisotropy on the fs-time-
scale is governed by rearrangements in the excited state which can have 
drastic variations given how small geometry changes can interchange bet-
ween GSB, SE and ESA as observed in the wavelength dependence of the 
zero time anisotropies (see Figure 3.27). Moreover, the long-time constant 
about 110 ps shows that about 30% excited molecules can undergo direct 
intersystem crossing to triplet manifold in CdTPP and suggest an additional 
relaxation pathway competing with ground state bleaching.[83] 
Figure 3.28: Simulated of transient anisotropy after excitation at 610 nm and 
probing at 615 nm. The inset shows the corresponding transient responses.[169] 
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Chapter 3: Ultrafast Dynamics and Transient Anisotropy of Metalloporphyrins 
3.6Conclusion and Outlook 
The ultrafast relaxation dynamics following the Q-band excitation and 
transient anisotropy of metalloporphyrins (MgTPP and CdTPP) in THF so-
lution were studied using time-resolved pump-probe spectroscopy. The ex-
perimental results and ab initio calculation revealed that a relaxation chan-
nel via a dark state might account for discrepancies found previously in 
systems with heavier central metal atoms. This dark state originates from 
an orbital localized on the central N-atoms and continuously drops in the 
series of Mg, Zn, Cd. In addition, a fast and efficient intersystem crossing 
in CdTPP was first direct observed and determined to be 110 ps. Further-
more, an unusual high transient anisotropy up to 0.65 was obtained which 
decays on a 100 ps timescale. This observation was explained using simu-
lation method by an incoherent mixing of ESA, GSB, as well as SE. Since 
most porphyrins and corresponding derivatives exhibit five-, or six-fold 
coordinated complexes in nature, the exploitation of coordination or ele-
ctrostatic interaction between the axial ligands and the meso positions of 
porphyrinic system seems to be more interesting. Therefore, for a complete 
understanding of the photophysical and photochemical properties in por-
phyrinic systems, further study will be focused on the ultrafast dynamics of 
these five- or six-fold coordinated porphyrins and derivatives. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Since the discovery of the first three-dimensional double helical structure 
of double stranded deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) by Watson and Crick in 
1953 with the aid of crystallographic images[174,175], the structurally well-
defined ʌ-stack of DNA has been suggested as a novel medium in which to 
explore ʌ- stack mediated electron or charge transfer.[176] From a structural 
point of view, a single DNA strand contains a polyanionic sugar-phosphate 
backbone connecting four DNA bases, adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine 
(C), and thymine (T). The bases cytosine and thymine are derivatives of 
pyrimidine which contain only a single aromatic ring whereas the bases 
adenine and guanine are derivatives of purine which has two fused aroma-
tic rings (see Figure 4.1, middle). The double helix DNA is formed when 
two single strands combine exactly to form extended ʌ- stacked arrays of 
A:T and C:G base pairs, which are stabilized by very effective hydrogen 
bonding between these complementary bases of each strand (Figure 4.1, 
left). The Watson-Crick C:G base pairs possess three hydrogen bonds, 
whereas the A:T base pairs connect with two hydrogen bonds. Each hydro-
gen bond contributes approximately 2 kcal/mol energy to the stability of 
the DNA double helix, meanwhile the distance between two base pairs is 
about 3.4 Å (namely 1 base pair).[177] Those hydrogen bonds (N²HޞޞޞO 
and N²HޞޞޞN) are the most flexible part in the DNA structure. When a 
charge, or electron, traps or locates to a nucleoside in the DNA strand, the 
surrounding hydrogen-ERQGHG SURWRQV KDYH WR VKLIW LQ RUGHU WR ³ILW´ WKH
new charge distribution. The energy barrier that impedes such changing is 
very low, so that it is hard to accurately determine the location of a trapped 
charge, in other words, this proton shift is relatively free. Spectroscopic de-
tection of the existence of charge on the bases is difficult since the common 
bases A, G, C, and T have very weak absorption in the visible region. Due 
to the shift of a proton, charge migrations through the DNA double helix 
can take place.[178] Generally, electron/charge transfer processes in DNA 
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are relevant to radiation damage of DNA, since the nucleic acids can be re-
duced/oxidized by chemical and photochemical methods.[179] From this 
point of view, ʌ-stack arrays can provide particularly a unique medium for 
electron or charge migration and even more play important role for the 
repair of damaged DNA. Consequently, on the one hand, understanding 
charge migration is thus essential to understand oxidative damage to DNA, 
which is believed to be partially responsible for aging, apoptosis, and can-
cer.[180-182] On the other hand, the properties of charge transfer through 
DNA could be used as a molecular wire for electrochemical biosensor and 
nanoelectronic devices.[183-185] This idea first came from Eley and Spivey in 
1962 based on their conductivity studies in dry samples of DNA and 
RNA.[186] After that, most studies of DNA-mediated charge transfer have 
been performed using B-form DNA[187], due to their energetically favorable 
thermodynamic stability. 
Figure 4.1: Left: structure of a B-from DNA; Middle:  the molecular structure of 
the four naturally occurring nucleotides adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), and 
thymine (T);  Right: top view of a DNA double helix. 
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As mentioned above, photoinduced charge transfer in a donor-DNA-
acceptor system such as semiconductor[188], organic and biological sen-
sors[189] has been intensely studied in the last decades. Typically, in contrast 
to electron transfer which can be described as an excess electron propa-
gating through DNA[190], charge transfer through duplex DNA is the 
migration of charge carried by a radical cation, namely D ³hole´. Hole 
migration through DNA has been shown to travel over long distances. This 
transfer mechanism could only be explained by a charge hopping model 
with guanine radical cations as intermediate charge carriers. For longer 
ranges without guanine, hole hopping occurs via adenine radical 
cations.[191] On the other hand, it is now consensus that short-range hole 
transfer occurs coherently via a Marcus-type superexchange mechanism 
that shows an exponential distance dependence of the charge transfer rate. 
According to chemical[192] spectroscopic experiments[193] as well as theore-
tical results[194], the turning point between the two mechanistic regimes is 
established at charge transfer distances of about 3-4 base pairs. However, 
although these two types of transfer mechanisms have been mostly discus-
sed in detail and widely accepted, the transfer rates are still under deba-
te.[195-198] Moreover, in contrast to the hopping model, the charge transfer 
mechanism over short-ranges exhibits a more complicated character. Note 
that the charge transfer rates depend on temperature, DNA sequence, type 
of charge donor and acceptor, as well as surrounding conditions.[195,199-203] 
From this perspective, the underlying mechanism for charge transfer over 
short-ranges in DNA is still unclear. Indeed, from a theoretical point of 
view, charge hopping could occur potentially also over short distances in 
DNA.[204-206] Nevertheless, the issue of parallel and possible competing 
channels for charge transfer between donor and acceptor has drawn renew-
ed attention. In fact, multiple processes involving superexchange and hop-
ping mechanisms on the basis of the spectroscopic and theoretical studies 
at short-ranges have been suggested.[191,207-209] 
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Generally, most studies on charge transfer through DNA reported were 
based upon the observation of fluorescence quenching of charge donors, 
which were directly attached to the DNA strand. The presence of a charge 
acceptor usually leads to a fluorescence decrease of the donor and provides 
a driving force for efficient quenching of the donor singlet excited state. 
The quenching efficiency was usually assumed to be dependent on the dis-
tance between donor and acceptor and, therefore, may be associated with 
the charge transfer rate over a short-range. Although it is quite clear that 
the quenching efficiency is related to charge transfer rates, detailed inves-
tigations of such correlation has drawn relatively little attention. Further-
more, to understand this correlation may lead to better understanding the 
superexchange mechanism over a short-range charge transfer. In this work, 
the attention will be focused on charge transfer mechanisms and rates over 
short-ranges as well as the correlation between fluorescence quenching 
efficiency and the timescales using time-resolved pump-probe absorption 
spectroscopy. [210] 
4.2Charge Transfer Mechanisms and Rates 
The mechanisms of charge transfer through DNA were subject of intense 
study over the last two decades. Despite the large amount of work done in 
this area, it still attracts the attention of both theoreticians and experi-
mentalists and leads to a heavy debate on the rates and mechanisms of 
charge transfer.[192,211-217] Generally, for photoinduced charge transfer (CT) 
in a donor-bridge-acceptor system, the role of the molecular bridge must be 
taken into consideration. From this point of view, two types of charge 
migration processes can be identified depending on the relative energies of 
the donor, bridge, and acceptor levels.[218-220] 
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4.2.1 Single-step Superexchange 
One of the charge transfer mechanisms is coherent tunneling, also called as 
one single-step superexchange mechanism, in which the charge tunnels 
from the charge donor to the acceptor without bridge reduction or oxi-
dation. This mechanism therefore requires the donor and acceptor to be 
energetically well separated from the bridge states, such that the inter-
vening base pairs do not act as charge carriers (see Figure 4.2 a).[221-223] 
Because the strength of the electronic interactions between donor and ac-
ceptor decreases with the increasing number of base pairs separating both 
redox partners, the rate of charge transfer drops rapidly with long distances. 
According to the basic Marcus theory, the charge transfer rates of super-
exchange process are characterized by an exponential donor acceptor 
distance: 
஼் ן ݁ݔ݌ሺെߚܴሻ.    (4.1) 
whereߚ ൌ ͲǤ͸ െ ͳǤͶՀିଵ for a DNA bridge, allowing only a short range 
transfer. In this model, the electronic coupling depends exponentially on 
the distance between donor and acceptor and, therefore, may dominate the 
transfer rate. In this case, the distance decay constant ߚ can well describe 
the correlation between the exponential decrease of the charge transfer rate 
and the increasing donor-acceptor distance. Jortner et al.[218] in their earlier 
studies suggested that for large ߚ values, the charge transfer can take place 
as single-step superexchange. To account for small ߚ values, the hopping 
model has been proposed. More details about ߚ values in the case of charge 
transfer in DNA were reported in Ref. [218] and [224]. R is the distance be-
tween the donor and acceptor. 
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4.2.2 Multistep Hopping 
The other mechanism, called the incoherent hopping mechanism, is charge 
multistep hopping through the appropriate nucleobases on the bridge. In 
contrast to superexchange, a charge in the multistep hopping mechanism is 
first injected into the bridge via oxidizing or reducing the bridge, and ge-
nerating a new intermediate state (D*-B+-A) with low HOMO energy. The 
charge hops between localized base pairs randomly until it reaches the 
acceptor. In order to hop from one bridge site to another, the charge re-
quires thermal activation to overcome the energy gap between intermediate 
and bridge states. This is why the incoherent hopping mechanism is usually 
called thermally activated hopping. The rate constant of multistep hopping 
depends weakly on the distance which was observed experimentally by 
*LHVH¶VJURXS[225
C
] and can be described by 
஼் ן ܰିఎ  (4.2) 
whereܰ is the number of hopping steps and ߟ exhibits a value between 1 
and 2. Therefore, unlike the coherent single-step superexchange, incoherent 
hopping in DNA involves several steps, i.e., injection of the charge into the 
first base of the DNA, the charge transportation along the ʌ-stack due to 
successive transitions between the nucleobases with the appropriate energe-
tics, and/or charge trapping in the position of the charge acceptor. How-
ever, each single step of the hopping model is still considered as an indivi-
dual superexchange process on the basis of Marcus hypothesis. 
In the hopping model, the possible hopping carriers are the four differ-
ent nucleobases, i.e., adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine. These bases 
have different ionization potentials, which give rise to varied bridge states 
in different energy levels. The ionization potential of nucleotides increases 
in the order of G (1.47) < A (1.96) < aT (2.1) (V versus NHE).[226] Since
guanine has the lowest ionization potential, charge transfer takes place 
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predominantly via hopping between guanine sites. As a consequence, oxi-
dation of DNA leads to the formation of a G radical cation (G•+) in DNA. 
As mentioned in the introduction, charge migration through a DNA strand 
is efficient and almost distance-independent. Recently, it was suggested ex-
perimentally that adenine can act as a charge carrier and play an important 
role as intermediated hole transfer.[191,227] Indeed, recent theoretical calcula-
tions suggest that hole transfer through A:T base pairs may be more favora-
ble.[228] In contrast, thymine and cytosine have the highest electron affinity 
and are most easily reduced. An excess electron injected into DNA and 
migrated via thymine or cytosine radical anions will therefore trigger 
excess electron transfer through DNA.[197]
Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of a) superexchange and b) hopping 
mechanisms of photoinduced charge transfer in donor-bridge-acceptor system.
4.2.3 Boundary of Superexchange and Hopping Model 
For the case of long ranges, charge transfer could only be explained by a 
charge hopping model carried by the bridge base guanine or adenine radi-
cal cations. The majority of the experiments were concentrated on the rates 
of charge separation, shift, and charge recombination of DNA in solution 
using the multistep hopping model in long-range charge transfer studies. 
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4.2.3 Boundary of Superexchange and Hopping Model 
On the other hand, in contrast to the hopping model, charge transfer over 
short-ranges was suggested to take place coherently via a superexchange 
mechanism rather than a hole hopping model.[208-230] A turning point at 3-4 
bps from superexchange mechanism to hopping mechanism was establish-
ed experimentally by Giese et al. on a well-defined system in which the 
charge transfer rate is investigated as a function of the number of A:T base 
pairs as bridges between donor and acceptor (see Figure 4.3 and Ref. 
[191]). They showed that the efficiency of hole transfer between a G and a 
GGG triplet strongly depends upon the length of the A:T bridge over short 
distance, but for a long length (n > 3), this efficiency changed very slightly 
with further increasing number of the A:T base pairs. A theoretical model 
for charge transport was created by Jakobsson et al.[231] using Monte Carlo 
simulation based on Marcus theory in order to properly describe the 
experimental observations. The theoretical calculations have shown a good 
agreement with the experimental results. 
Figure 4.3: Plot of log(PGGG/PG) vs. the number (n) of the A:T base pairs. The 
turning point between superexchange and hopping model was obtained at n = 2. For 
superexchange regimes (n< 3), the rate constant of charge transfer is exponentially 
depending on the distances. For n> 3, an A-hopping mechanism takes place and 
shows a weak dependence on the distance. The first slope leads toߚ ൌ ͲǤ͸Հିଵ.[191] 
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Chapter 4: DNA-mediated Charge Transfer 
However, it is worth mentioning, that in many cases the transfer is ex-
pected to be governed by a mixture of the two mechanisms. Barton and 
coworkers proposed a generic mechanism of charge transfer as a mixture of 
superexchange and hopping mechanisms for a long-range charge transport 
in DNA.[232] The superexchange mechanism has been focused primarily on 
short-range charge transfer studies. In this case, however, the critical point 
to establish such a mechanism is that the energy gap of the bridge is much 
larger than the electronic coupling between donor and acceptor. In fact, one 
considers that for charge transfer over short distance regimes, these para-
meters are strongly dependent on the type of donor and acceptor applied. 
Figure 4.4: Simplified scheme for a combination between superexchange and 
hopping mechanisms which can occur in short-ranges charge transfer process.
4.3Spectral Properties of the Donor-DNA-acceptor System 
In order to understand the mechanism of charge transfer process through 
DNA over short-ranges, a new donor-DNA-acceptor system was synthesiz-
ed for investigation (Figure 4.5) by the group of Prof. H.-A. Wagenknecht. 
In this system, Nile red (Nr) was used as a photosensitizer to inject a hole 
into DNA upon laser pulse excitation. It is noted that the band maximum of 
UV/Vis absorption spectrum is around 520 nm for Nr[233], however, the 
peak maximum is 100 nm red-shifted when Nile red is attached to the DNA 
strand. In order to better distinguish between them, the charge donor will 
be labeled as Nr-dU which is described as Nile red conjugated to the 5 
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4.3 Spectral Properties of the Donor-DNA-acceptor System 
SRVLWLRQRI¶-deoxyuridine via an acetylene bridge (see Figure 4.5). Nr-dU 
shows an absorption peak at a wavelength around 620 nm, and it can be 
selectively excited with a 620 nm laser pulse since DNA shows an absorp-
tion band centered at about 260 nm. Photophysical properties of this system 
have been well characterized by Wagenknecht and coworkers.[234] 6-N,N-
Dimethylaminopyrene is the charge acceptor and attached via its 2-position 
to the 5-SRVLWLRQRI ¶-deoxyuridine (Ap-dU).[235] The oxidation potential 
of Ap-dU was measured by cyclic voltammetry and has Eox = 0.88 V (vs. 
NHE). Combined with the reduction potential of Ered = -0.75V (vs. NHE) 
and singlet-state energy of E00 = 2.1eV[236] for Nr-dU, the Rehm-Weller
equation[237] (without Coulomb term): οܩ ൌ ܧ௢௫ െ ܧ௥௘ௗ െ ܧ଴଴ gives a suf-
ficient driving force of -0.50 eV for the photoinduced charge transfer 
process between Nr-dU and Ap-dU. In the above mentioned scenario 
(Section 4.2.3), the guanine and adenine radical cation must play the role of 
an intermediate charge carrier for the charge hopping process. The oxide-
tion potentials of guanosine and adenosine are Eox = 1.29 V and Eox = 1.42 
V, respectively.[238] With regard to the estimated excited state potential of 
Nr-dU (ܧ௥௘ௗכ ൌ ͳǤ͵ͷ), oxidation of guanosine is clearly feasible, but oxi-
dation of adenosine seems to be a borderline case. Therefore, when Nr-dU 
was close to G-base, irradiation of the Nr-dU site with a 620 nm laser 
pulse can trigger the charge transfer between Nr-dU in the single excited 
state and adjacent G to give the Nr-dU radical anion (Nr-dU-) and the G 
radical cation (G+), respectively. Hence, both chromophore-modified DNA 
bases will be combined in double strands DNA1-DNA6 (Figure 4.5) and 
these sequences will be varied in both the distance between donor and 
acceptor (from 1 base pair to 3 base pairs) and the sequence (C:G as 
intervening base pair for DNA1-DNA3 or A:T for DNA4-DNA6). Control 
oligonucleotides (Nr-dU-DNAn without acceptor Ap-dU) were prepared 
as reference systems for comparison. 
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Figure 4.5: Structure of Nr-dU and Ap-dU and sequences of DNA1-DNA6.[210] 
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Figure 4.6: Absorption (solid) and emission (dash) spectra of DNA1-DNA3 (left) 
and DNA4-DNA6 (right) compared to the corresponding reference oligonucleotide 
duplexes (Nr-dU-DNA3 for DNA1-DNA3 and Nr-dU-DNA6 for DNA4-DNA6; 
the spectra for Nr-dU-DNA1, Nr-dU-DNA2,Nr-dU-DNA4 and Nr-dU-DNA5 do 
not differ from the shown reference spectra); emission spectra were measured by 
excitation at 620 nm.[210] 
Figure 4.6 shows the UV/Vis absorption and emission spectra of 
DNA1-DNA6 and its corresponding references Nr-dU-DNA3 and Nr-dU-
DNA6 for comparison. From the absorption spectra, the absorption band in 
the range from 300 to 400 nm exhibits the spectral overlap of the two chro-
mophores in comparison with the references without acceptor Ap-dU.[210]
The characteristic absorption band at 620 nm, however, which originates 
from the first single excited state of Nile red, can be used for selective exci-
tation of Nr-dU in order to investigate the charge transfer process. The 
fluorescence measurements provided information on the overall quenching 
of the DNA series. Upon excitation at 620 nm the fluorescence intensity is 
observed decreasing as the distance between donor and acceptor is increa-
sed. Fluorescence quenching efficiencies for DNA1-DNA6 are summarized 
in Table 4.1. This significant fluorescence quenching in the duplexes with 
one or two intervening base pairs (DNA1, DNA2, DNA4, and DNA5), but 
only minor quenching in DNA3 and DNA6 between Nr-dU and Ap-dU
indicates a certain distance-dependence of the charge transfer process. It 
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Chapter 4: DNA-mediated Charge Transfer 
should be mentioned that the quenching efficiency is not increased linearly 
or exponentially by shortening the distance between donor and acceptor as 
expected. On the contrary, less efficiency quenching was observed in the 
shortest distance (68% for DNA1 and 37% for DNA4 compared with 73% 
for DNA2 and DNA5, see Table 4.1).[210] 7KLV ³DQRPDORXV´ IOXRUHVFHQFH
quenching will be discussed together with the ultrafast time constants in the 
next section. 
Another reason for the fluorescence quenching channel is electronic 
excitation energy transfer (EET) via the coupling of electronic excitations 
between energy donor and acceptor molecules. The rate of the energy 
transfer kEET can be defined by[239,240]:
 (4.3) 
    (4.4) 
whereܬሺߥҧሻ is the spectral overlap integral between the donor emission and
the acceptor absorption. Obviously, Förster resonance energy transfer can 
take place only if the emission spectrum of the donor overlaps with the 
absorption spectrum of the acceptor and the both spectra should be located 
at separation distances within 1-10 nm from each other[241]. According to 
the absorption spectrum (central wavelength at a350 nm) of Ap-dU and the
emission spectrum (central wavelength at a680 nm) of Nr-dU, fluores-
cence resonance, energy transfer between Nile red and the DNA-bridge, 
can be also excluded. 
Moreover, spectroelectrochemical measurements (Figure 4.7) with the 
isolated nucleoside Ap-dU performed by the Wagenknecht group showed 
that the absorption bands near 290 and 363 nm collapse smoothly and two 
new spectral manifolds appear with their band maxima at 460 and 490 nm 
in similar intensity.[210] 
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4.4 Charge Transfer through DNA 
Figure 4.7: Spectroelectrochemical absorption measurements for Ap-dU in Dime-
thylformamide performed by the Wagenknecht Group.[210] 
4.4Charge Transfer through DNA 
The main part of this section is to investigate charge transfer mechanisms 
and rates from the charge donor to the charge acceptor through DNA using 
femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. According to the UV/Vis 
absorption spectra of Nr-dU, the excitation wavelength was set at the ab-
sorption band maximum of 620 nm, and the probe wavelengths were varied 
over a broad spectral range (from 490 to 700 nm). The transient absorption 
of the photoexcited, doubly modified DNA samples consists mainly of two 
contributions: pump induced negative absorbance at a620 nm and positive
absorbance at a490 nm.
For the first case, as expected, a strong negative absorption band by de-
generate measurements shows that the transient profile of all samples is 
dominated by photoinduced bleaching of the first excited state of Nr-dU
(Figure 4.8, left). In duplexes with a charge acceptor in the distance of 1 
base pair (DNA1 and DNA4) or 2 base pairs (DNA2 and DNA5) the tran-
sient exhibits an additional rapid decay on a subpicosecond time scale in 
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Chapter 4: DNA-mediated Charge Transfer 
comparison with the corresponding reference. Distinguishingly, the profiles 
of DNA3 and DNA6, intervening with 3 base pairs between donor and 
acceptor, present no subpicosecond temporal evolution after photoexci-
tation. The latter observation is in line with transients of duplexes in the 
absence of the charge acceptor, and resembles the ground-state bleaching 
of Nr-dU7KHVHUHVXOWVVXJJHVWWKDWRYHUD³ORQJ´GLVWDQFHRIEDVHSDLUV
an analogue subpicosecond temporal evolution is more difficult to be ob-
served, and the transient resembles more that of the reference system. All 
negative transient profiles of DNA1, DNA2, DNA4, and DNA5, which can 
be fitted by a tri-exponential fit function, demonstrate similar behavior. 
Figure 4.8: Experimental transient responses (symbol) and fitted curves (line) for 
a) DNA1, DNA2, DNA3, and reference without acceptor Ap-dU, b) DNA4,
DNA5, DNA6, and corresponding reference. Left: Measurements by degenerated 
excitation and probing at 620 nm; Right: Measurements by excitation at 620 nm 
and probing at 490 nm.[210]  
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4.4 Charge Transfer through DNA 
Fitting of the profiles results in a very fast decay component and two 
slower components. The time constants are shown in Table 4.1. In contrast, 
a bi-exponential fit describes well the data of DNA3, DNA6, and the 
references with two slower time constants are comparable to the former 
systems, but with different relative amplitudes. In the second case, the 
origin of the positive absorbance at 490 nm seems to be more complicated 
(Figure 4.8, right). A fast subpicosecond time constant is observed in 
DNA1, DNA2, DNA4, and DNA5, while this component is absent in 
DNA3 and DNA6 as well as in the reference systems. On the one hand, this 
time constant may be partially attributed to the pyrene radical cation that is 
formed almost instantaneously (limited by the pulse duration) after photo-
oxidation of Ap-dU by Nr-dU supported by spectroelectrochemical mea-
Figure 4.9: Retrieved transient responses of DNA1-DNA6 after separation the 
contributions of corresponding reference systems. Please note that subtraction was 
accomplished with raw data sets and no scaling was necessary.[210]  
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surements. Combination of both measurements might give direct evidence 
for the presence of the Ap+ radical cation. The corresponding subpico-
second component of the transient at 490 nm has obviously slower time 
decay, by 200 to 300 fs, compared with that at 620 nm (Table 4.1) and 
could therefore be assigned to a charge return process. On the other hand, 
in duplexes with long distances such as DNA3, DNA6, and the correspon-
ding references, a strong positive transient absorbance appears likewise in 
the region of 490 nm, but the subpicosecond component is too weak to be 
observed. This observation, however, is important for the interpretation 
since obviously all transients in the vicinity of 490 nm are considered to be 
a superposition of radical absorption and higher excited state absorption 
(ESA) of the Nr-dU. ESA could mask the subpicosecond component in 
DNA3 and DNA6 in contrast to the one, or two base pairs intervening 
duplexes. This is better demonstrated if one subtracts transients from 
DNA1-DNA6 by the corresponding reference system. These subtracted 
transients are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. Here, early-time dynamics are 
only seen for DNA1 and DNA2, as well as DNA4 and DNA5, indicating 
radical dynamics (for time constants see Table 4.1).[210] 
Sample FQ (%) 
Time constants for negative absorbance Relative amplitudes for 620 nm 
Ĳ1 (fs) Ĳ2 (ps) Ĳ3 (ps) rel. A1 rel. A2 rel. A3 
DNA1 68 654 ± 47 2.7 ± 0.8 >> 100 0.63 0.13 0.24 
DNA2 73 582 ± 43 2.9 ± 1.2 >> 100 0.62 0.15 0.23 
DNA3 4 - 2.3 ± 0.4 >> 100 - 0.31 0.69 
DNA4 37 1038 ± 52 4.2 ± 0.8 >> 100 0.39 0.10 0.51 
DNA5 73 585 ± 46 4.2 ± 1.3 >> 100 0.59 0.15 0.26 
DNA6 8 - 4.4 ± 1.2 >> 100 - 0.15 0.85 
Table 4.1a: Time constants (Wi) and relative amplitudes (Ai) resulting from global 
fits of the negative transients. (FQ: fluorescence quenching)[210]. 
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Sample Tm (°C) 
Time constants for positive absorbance Relative amplitudes for 490 nm 
Ĳ1 (fs) Ĳ2 (ps) Ĳ3 (ps) rel. A1 rel. A2 rel. A3 
DNA1 59.0 902 ± 51 - >> 100 0.81 - 0.19 
DNA2 58.3 877 ± 53 - >> 100 0.82 - 0.18 
DNA3 59.0 - - >> 100 - - 1.00 
DNA4 58.6 1284 ± 64 - >> 100 0.49 - 0.51 
DNA5 59.1 852 ± 44 - >> 100 0.80 - 0.20 
DNA6 56.0 - - >> 100 - - 1.00 
Table 4.1b: Time constants (Wi) and relative amplitudes (rel. Ai) resulting from 
global fits of the positive transients. (Tm: melting temperature)[210]. 
Figure 4.10: Subtracted transient absorption spectra of DNA1-DNA6 that contain 
kinetics of charge transfer processes; 0.5 ps (black, square), 1 ps (red, circle), 2 ps 
(blue, up triangle), 5 ps (purple, down triangle), 10 ps (green, diamond).[210] 
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Chapter 4: DNA-mediated Charge Transfer 
To begin a discussion on the time constants, one focuses at first on the 
first time constant (Ĳ1). Surprisingly, this time constant becomes larger for 
shortest distances (e.g., 654 fs for DNA1 and 1038 fs for DNA4, in com-
parison with 582 fs for DNA2 and 585 fs for DNA5). This phenomenon is 
similar to the observed fluorescence quenching efficiency as shown in 
Section 4.3 (68% for DNA1 and 37% for DNA4, in comparison with 73% 
for DNA2 and DNA5). The relative correlation between fluorescence quen-
ching efficiency and this time constant was demonstrated in Figure 4.11. 
According to earlier studies of charge transfer over short-ranges, the trans-
fer rates should be expected to be exponentially distance-dependent. In 
other words, the shorter the distance, the faster the charge transport, 
therefore the more efficient the fluorescence quenching. However, this 
ideal behavior is not observed in this donor-DNA-acceptor system. To 
explain this observation, two scenarios may be taken into account. Note 
that none of them can explain the dynamics alone. First, obviously, this 
time constant depends strongly on the distance between donor and 
acceptor. According to the experimental findings by Giese[191], the turning 
point between superexchange and hopping mechanism was obtained in 
DNA3 as well as DNA6. A kinetics study by Schuster et al.[242] for hole 
transport through seven G:G pairs separated by (A:T)n (n = 2-5) bridges 
DFURVV WKH ¶-¶ VWUDQG RI WKH '1$ GXSOH[ DOVR UHYHDOV WKDW WKH VXSHU-
exchange hole transfer crossover occurs at n = 3. For hole transfer via 
longer (A:T)n (n  3) bridges, the superexchange mechanism is replaced by 
a parallel mechanism of thermally induced hole hopping via long (A:T)n 
chains. For charge transfer over short-ranges, the superexchange mecha-
nism is characterized by an exponential D-A distance (RD-A) dependence of 
the rate, allowing only for a short-range transfer, that is  10 Å[218,243] (in 
this case, RD-A a 6.8 Å for DNA1 or DNA4, and RD-A a 10.2 Å for DNA2 or 
DNA5). In general, the rate constants for nearest-neighbor hole transfer 
(RD-A a 3.4 Å) with a low driving force are in the range of 1011-1012 s-1, and 
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the rate constants for hole transfer through one intervening base pair (RD-A
a 6.8 Å)are observed between 1010-1011 s-1.[244] According to the experi-
mental results, the first subpicosecond time constant at 600 fs (a1.67×1012
s-1) could therefore be assigned to the rate of superexchange between donor 
and acceptor. 
Figure 4.11: Relative correlation between the fluorescence quenching efficiency 
(square) and the first rate constant K1 (circle) which obtained by transient measure-
ments after degenerate excitation and probing at 620 nm. Plots were arbitrarily 
fixed for n = 1 for DNA1.[210]
Second, the “anomalous” behavior (slow time constant and less fluores-
cence quenching efficiency) of DNA1 and DNA4 may arise from structural 
hindrance (interaction between donor and acceptor) and reflect poor ele-
ctronic coupling due to a structural distortion within the assembly. Althou-
gh the B-form DNA is more stable in comparison with A- and Z-forms, the 
B-form structure can also be distorted in different ways, for example, by 
base-pair mismatches, the lack of a base in a base pair, or one or more 
“extra” molecules attached to the base site by synthesis, which result in the 
formation of a bulge in one strand of the duplex. Most studies with varied 
donor-DNA-acceptor systems assumed that the DNA duplexes still adopt 
an idealized B-form structure in order to simplify the investigation. Indeed, 
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Chapter 4: DNA-mediated Charge Transfer 
this point cannot be neglected, since certain unusual behaviors were obser-
ved in some donor-DNA-acceptor systems, and thus trigger hot debate 
about the transfer rates.[245] The same problem may exist in spectroscopic 
investigation of the charge transfer using time-correlated single-photon 
counting (TCSPC) and 1,N6-ethenoadenine as donor.[188] Although these 
distortions may provide some uncertainty in determining charge transfer 
rates, this issue is still important for the identification and interpretation of 
fluorescence quenching and the influence of structural changes on the 
charge transfer rate. According to the experimental findings, the rate cons-
tants correlate well with the measured fluorescence quenching efficiency 
(Figure 4.11). 
Sample Ea(eV) 
Time constants Relative amplitudes 
Ĳ1 (fs) Ĳ2 (ps) Ĳ3 (ps) rel. A1 rel. A2 rel. A3 
DNA1 0.10 848 ± 55 4.9 ± 1.1 >> 100 0.67 0.12 0.21 
DNA2 0.07 793 ± 61 6.0 ± 0.8 >> 100 0.63 0.17 0.20 
DNA4 0.12 1147 ± 66 3.4 ± 1.9 >> 100 0.45 0.10 0.45 
DNA5 0.07 779 ± 32 4.3 ± 1.0 >> 100 0.72 0.08 0.20 
Table 4.2: Time constants (Wi) and relative amplitudes (rel. Ai) resulting from fits of 
the transients (1 °C) and the corresponding activation energy (Ea). [210].
Furthermore, if these subpicosecond time constants were ascribed to the 
rate of superexchange mechanism only, then one would have to neglect the 
temperature-dependent rates shown in Figure 4.12 and Table 4.2. Although 
a weak temperature dependent rate was suggested for superexchange me-
chanism in molecular wires,[246] it is questionable whether this can be appli-
ed to the current system. Nevertheless, from the experimental results, the 
temperature affects not only the first time constant, but also the second one 
in the range of a few picoseconds. In addition, the retrieved activation ener-
gy matches the experimental as well as theoretical results of the tempera-
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ture dependence for charge hopping rates between adjacent C:G base pairs, 
and can be well described by an Arrhenius-type law with an activation 
energy of 0.12 eV.[247,248] One may argue that the determination of an acti-
vation energy via only two different temperatures is not meaningful. How-
ever, physical properties limit the accessible temperature range of the 
current system significantly (between freezing, and melting point). Never-
theless, temperature dependence is observed for all samples allowing for an 
estimation of such a barrier. A possible explanation for this temperature de-
pendence results from the loss of the driving force due to the competition 
between excited state relaxation of Nr-dU unit and charge transfer to the 
acceptor and reflects the change of reorganization energy in the charge 
transfer process by distance-dependent changes.[245b] From this point of 
Figure 4.12: Temperature dependent transient responses (symbol) and fitted 
curves (line) for DNA1, DNA2, DNA4, and DNA5 at room temperature (21 °C, 
blue square) and 1 °C (orange circle) after degenerate excitation and probing at 
620 nm.[210]
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Chapter 4: DNA-mediated Charge Transfer 
view, one can raise the question whether superexchange and hole hopping 
mechanisms occur parallel over a short distance (Figure 4.4).  
The attention here should be focused on the second and third time 
constants. As mentioned at the beginning, the ultrafast dynamics of the Nr-
dU (ground state bleaching and excited state absorption) may mask the 
actual dynamics of charge transfer processes. This is better demonstrated if 
one subtracts the time profiles from DNA1-DNA6 by its corresponding re-
ference systems. Thus, the early-time constants may contain only the 
charge transfer kinetics. The longer time constant (>> 100 ps) can be assig-
ned to the fluorescence lifetime of Nr-dU. This time constant is compara-
ble to that of Nile red, although Nr-dU differs from Nile red in the UV/Vis 
absorption spectrum. Nile red has a fluorescence lifetime of about 4.5 
ns.[249,250] From the UV/Vis absorption spectrum[250] one realizes that the 
band maximum around 520 nm for Nile red is 100 nm red-shifted when 
Nile red is attached to DNA (Figure 4.6). On the other hand, all long-time 
components can be fitted mono-exponentially such as for Nile red. In order 
to eliminate perturbation of Nile red with DNA-chains, one assumes that 
this long relaxation process (Ĳ3) exhibits the pure dynamics of Nr-dU fluo-
rescence or ESA, the perturbation will be eliminated via subtraction of the 
long-time constant from transients of DNA1-DNA6 with the corresponding 
reference samples (without acceptor Ap-dU). The residual transients pre-
sumably contain only two ultrafast time constants. Those time constants are 
similar to the original data which are shown in Table 4.1. The residual tran-
sients are presented in Figure 4.9 for the measurements by probe wave-
length at 620 nm and 490 nm as an example. 
Applying this separation method to all transients of probe wavelengths 
(from 490 to 700 nm), the new retrieved transient absorption spectra are 
obtained and shown in Figure 4.10. The general spectral features are 
similar to each other. A broad positive absorbance change is observed on 
the blue side below 570 nm. The first decay and the corresponding relative 
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amplitude are still related to the fluorescence quenching efficiency of 
DNA1-DNA6 not only for negative absorbance, but also for positive absor-
bance. This may suggest that the charge returns via the same channel. A 
negative absorbance around 620 nm (DNA1, DNA2, DNA4, and DNA5) 
exhibits charge transfer dynamics in comparison with the absence of a peak 
at 620 nm in DNA3 and DNA6. The weak maxima at 670 nm in DNA3 and 
DNA6 can be interpreted as the residual fluorescence components, since 
the maxima emission of Nr-dU peaks at 670 nm (Figure 4.6). 
As expected, the residual time constants on a subpicosecond timescale 
(a600 fs) are in good agreement with the original results, and correlate to
the fluorescence quenching efficiency. This time constant can be ascribed 
to the rate of the superexchange mechanism. In contrast, the assignment of 
the second time constant (Ĳ2) on a time scale of a few ps with a relative 
weight of about 15% (see Table 4.1) seems to be more complicated. 
Obviously, this time constant is weakly distance-dependent, but clearly 
shows a base pair dependence (2.5 ps for C:G base pair and 4.5 ps for A:T 
base pair). It has been well established that the charge can transfer from the 
donor to the acceptor through the intermediate bridge via electronic super-
exchange interaction, if the energy of the bridge states are much higher 
compared to that of the donor and acceptor states. Therefore, theoretical 
calculations on the energy levels of donor, acceptor, and bridge states seem 
to be necessary. TDDFT-calculations were performed by Dr. T. Wolf in 
institute of physical chemistry (KIT) using the TURBOMOLE V-6.3 pro-
gram package.[251] Ground state geometries were calculated with DFT-
/BP86/def2-SV(P).[252-257] Singlepoint calculations were performed with 
DFT/B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ.[252-256,258] Singlet excitations were performed 
using TDDFT/B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ.[258-261] 
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Figure 4.13: Theoretical calculations of the highest occupied molecular orbitals 
(HOMOs) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs) of the base pairs 
A:T, C:G, Nr-dU-A, and Ap-dU-A.[210] 
As shown in Figure 4.13, the HOMO and LUMO energies of A:T and 
C:G base pair, and the corresponding dye-substituted base pairs Nr-dU-A 
and Ap-dU-A, were calculated for better comparison. In the case of Nr-
dU-A, singlet excitations were calculated to ensure that the excited transi-
tion corresponds to the HOMO-LUMO transition. The results reproduce 
nicely those published in the literature[262,263], that the HOMOs of the A:T 
and C:G base pairs are mainly located at the A and G base sites. Photo-
excitation generates a hole in ground state (HOMO) of Nr-dU-A which is 
delocalized over the whole Nr-dU system. Inspection of the energy gaps 
and the location of the electronic density of the relevant MOs, for example, 
from the Nr-dU-A HOMO (-5.37 eV) to the C:G HOMO (-5.33 eV) locat-
ed at G, suggests that the oxidation of the nearest-neighbor guanines by 
Nr-dU* seems to be very efficient in comparison with HOMO of A:T base 
pairs. As a consequence, based upon the calculated energy landscapes of 
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4.4 Charge Transfer through DNA 
donor (Nr-dU), acceptor (Ap-dU), as well as base pairs A:T and C:G, the 
bridge states are comparable in energy with the HOMO of the donor. Thus, 
a hole injection into DNA-bridge can take place on these bases. This 
suggests that, besides superexchange, hole hopping could be additionally 
taken into account in the systems investigated. Based on the determined 
time constants, the second time constant of a few ps can be assigned to the 
rate of hole hopping through the DNA-bridge. The results can be compared 
with estimations from other works on apparently different systems. For 
example, hole transfer by A-hopping has been studied by Majima and co-
workers[264] using laser flash photolysis. They suggested that the hole trans-
fer is weak distance-dependent over a distance range from 7-22 Å and the 
rate is higher than 108 s-1. In another report, the transfer rate was estimated 
to be 2 × 1010 s-1 by analyzing the distance dependence of the quantum 
yields for charge separation in systems with a naphthaldiimide as acceptor 
and phenothiazine as donor. This method is regrettably limited by time 
resolution.[265] A weak distance-dependence has also been observed with 
ethidium as an oxidant for hole transfer reactions with 7-deazaguanine.[245a]
In this report the rate constant was determined to be about 2 × 1011 s-1 for 
hole transfer, and the distance dependence between 10-17 Å, and suggested 
that the shallow distance-dependence for this reaction was attributed to 
transport within the hopping regime. On the other hand, photoexcitation of 
the donor can lead to thermal population of the bridge states. Another 
possible process for assignment of this time constant is a charge injected 
time scale before hole hopping through DNA duplexes helix. If this time 
constant is assigned to hole injection into DNA-bridge, it is then compar-
able to the results reported earlier for the system of ethidium and  7-deaza-
guanine, which gives a rate of (5 ps)-1 for hole injection. Another proposed 
injection rate (10 ps)-1 was reported for the adenine isomer 2-aminopurine 
system.[245c] For this reason, the second time constant of about 3 ps from 
this investigated system can also be assigned to the rate for hole injection. 
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4.5Conclusion and Outlook 
The time constants obtained in this short-range donor-DNA-acceptor 
system are in good agreement with the values in other charge transfer 
systems. An analysis of spectroscopic and theoretical calculated results 
suggested that charge transfer in this system may occur through both super-
exchange and hopping mechanisms. Furthermore, the good correlation 
between fluorescence quenching efficiency and the first ultrafast time 
constant revealed one more and important insight for understanding the 
charge transfer mechanisms in DNA-mediated systems. However, as 
mentioned above, in order to explain the experimental observations, one 
assumes that the structural distortion in shortest distance system leads to 
anomalous behavior for fluorescence quenching efficiency and charge 
transfer rate. One needs to supply this assumption with an approximate 
theoretical calculation, which can be able to answer the remaining question 
about the influence of structural changes in DNA duplexes on the charge 
transfer rate constants. Furthermore, it remains an interesting and challeng-
ing aspect to study the charge transfer rates over long ranges in such donor 
and acceptor systems. 
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5.1 Introduction 
From solid-state lasers to optical amplifiers in fiber optics, rare earth ele-
ments have been widely used in photonics materials.[266-269] In the last 
decade the chemistry of metal clusters have been extensively develo-
ped.[270] Most research focused on synthesis and investigation of magnetic 
properties. Using ions of lanthanides to modulate magnetic properties of 
heterometallic 3d/4f single-molecule magnets (SMMs) has become more 
common in recent years, mainly due to the magnetic anisotropy of some 
lanthanides which can increase the blocking temperature for magnetization 
reversal.[271,272] Conversely, from the photophysical point of view, inorga-
nic nanocrystals doped with trivalent lanthanide (Ln3+) ions with various 
behaviors have also triggered an increasing research topic. Lanthanide 
doped nanocrystals may differ significantly for the bulk affecting the lumi-
nescence properties and excited-state dynamics of the doped Ln3+ ions.[273] 
In particular, Luminescence of Ln3+ ions embedded in wide energy gap 
semiconductors can be sensitized by exciton recombination in the host 
materials, since direct excitation of the forbidden 4fĸ4f transitions is 
generally inefficient.[274] Those experimental findings have been applied in 
luminescent materials. The photophysical properties of lanthanide doped 
materials are important. In this project the investigation of such hetero-
metallic Fe/4f clusters will focus on ultrafast phenomena. The magnetic 
properties of these cyclic complexes were performed by the group of Prof. 
A. K. Powell using a combination of Mössbauer spectroscopy, electron 
paramagnetic resonance (EPR), and magnetic susceptibility measure-
ments.[275] 
The characteristic properties of iron-lanthanide clusters including 
samples synthesis, structure analysis, anisotropy, as well as magnetic pro-
perties have been represented in the dissertation of Dr. A. Baniodeh from 
3URI $QQLH . 3RZHOO¶V JURXS .,7 $FFRUGLQJ WR WKH UHVXOWV RI WKLV
thesis, the magnetic properties of iron-lanthanide clusters (Fe(III)10Ln(III)10:
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Ln = Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu, Y) are different 
although they have the same structures. For example, the magnetic beha-
viors in most iron-lanthanide clusters exhibit ferromagnetic behaviors at 
low temperatures. However, in the case of the Fe10Tm10 cluster, the 
ferromagnetism becomes overwhelmed by antiferromagnetism.[275] The 
differences of the Fe10Ln10 clusters are shown not only in magnetic proper-
ties but also in color, ranging from colorless for Fe10Tm10 to red-orange for 
Fe10Er10, although the two elements (Tm, Er) are nearby in the periodic 
table.[275] Moreover, the main question during the synthesis is why the dark 
red color characterized for Fe3+ complexes arising from LMCT transitions 
disappears in Fe10Ln10 clusters. In order to get an insight into ultrafast 
dynamics (e.g., charge transfer between metal ions) within this assembly 
and to explain the quenching of LMCT states, the photophysical properties 
of those systems are investigated in this part. Using femtosecond laser 
pulses in a pump-probe technique, one can directly address the ultrafast 
processes which are responsible for the excitation and relaxation of an 
investigated system. In this section, the ultrafast dynamics of the iron-oxide 
system, namely carrier dynamics, will be presented using pump-probe 
measurements in combination with UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy. The 
influence of impurities (Ln3+) on the ultrafast dynamics of iron oxide is de-
monstrated when compared with energy gaps of the corresponding iron-
lanthanide cluster as determined by applying the Tauc equation. 
5.2Experimental Section 
In the case of time-resolved pump-probe spectroscopy, the measurements 
were performed by means of another femtosecond laser system. The 
description of this femtosecond laser system has been provided else-
where[276] and the schematic of its setup is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Briefly, 
the output of an amplified laser beam (CPA 2210, Clark-MXR) with a re-
petition rate of 1 kHz was split equally to pump two non-collinear optical 
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parametric amplifiers (NOPAs, Clark-MXR). One of these two output 
pulses served for sum-frequency generation (310 nm with pulse duration 
about 100 fs (FWHM)) via a sum frequency mixing process with the center 
wavelength of the CPA (775 nm). The probe pulses were set between 500 
and 600 nm by another NOPA and the energy of the pump pulses was 
varied from 0.4 to 1.0 J in order to check the excitation energy and probe 
wavelength dependence of the transients. Otherwise, experiments were per-
formed at a pump energy of 0.8 J and probe wavelength at 550 nm. The 
probe energy was less than 0.1 J. The polarization of the probe pulses was 
set at magic angle (54.7°) by means of a tunable Ȝ/2 plate (Alphalas). The 
measurements were carried out at room temperature. 
Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of experimental setup used to measure the ultrafast 
dynamics of iron-lanthanide systems. 
5.3Structure of Iron-lanthanide Clusters 
Most structures of Fe10Ln10 clusters were determined at the ANKA 
Synchrotron, Karlsruhe.[275] The iron-lanthanide cluster, for example iron-
dysprosium, shows a ring structure with alternating Fe3+ and Dy3+ ions 
(Figure 5.2a). The ring is built up from ten [FeDy(Me-tea)(Me-teaH)-
(NO3)] repeating units (Figure 5.2c). Within one unit, Fe(1) is chelated by 
one nitrogen and three oxygen atoms of a fully-deprotonated (Me-tea)3- 
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ligand, while Dy(1) is chelated by a doubly-deprotonated (Me-tea)2- ligand 
(Figure 5.2e). In both ligands, WKHGHSURWRQDWHGR[\JHQRI WKHLU³HWKDQRO´
arms (here O(1), O(2), O(4) and O(5)) from oxo-bridge to adjacent metal 
centers in the ring. In contrast, the oxygen of  the ³iso-propanol´ arms 
simply ligate their respective metal atoms without forming a bridge; the 
oxygens bonded to Dy3+ centers are still protonated (e.g., O(3)), while 
those bonded to Fe3+ centers are deprotonated (e.g., O(6)). Within a unit, 
one strong hydrogen bond with a distance between the two oxygens 
(O(3)···O(6)) in the range of 2.52 -2.63 Å connected the two respective 
ligands (see Figure 5.2c. For more details about structure of Fe10Ln10 
clusters see Ref. [275]). 
Figure 5.2: Molecular structure of the iron-dysprosium cluster: a) Top view and b) 
side view of the ring structure. c) The repeating unit of [FeDy(Me-tea)(Me-
teaH)(NO3)] is shown in the inset. Dysprosium in violet, iron in green, oxygen in 
red, nitrogen in blue, carbon in black, and hydro-bond shown as light blue dashed 
lines. d) Molecular structure of methyl-triethanolamine as ligand. e) Polyhedral 
coordinated dysprosium ions in Fe10Dy10 cluster.[275]  
a) c) 
b) d) e) 
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5.4Reference Systems 
In order to better understand the ultrafast dynamics in Fe10Ln10 systems, 
some reference systems are chosen for comparison. A good reference 
system having comparable ultrafast dynamics is one with a similar structur-
al environment, like the systems investigated. In this case, obviously, the 
most ideal and favorable references are cyclic homometallic compounds 
containing only one kind of metal ions such as FeIII10FeIII10 and
LnIII10LnIII10 clusters with the same coordination environment. Since
Fe10Fe10 clusters are not considered in this case, two different iron-oxide 
systems were checked for a selection as a reference. The structures of those 
iron-oxide clusters are shown in Figure 5.3. One of these two references 
(Figure 5.3a) is a ferric oxide compound [FeIII7O3(O2CCMe3)9(teaH)3-
(H2O)3] reported in Ref. [277] using Me-teaH3 as a ligand (in the following 
denoted as Fe7-cluster). Although this compound is not a ring structure like 
the one investigated in this case, it is still worth being employed for expla-
nation of ultrafast dynamics.  The second reference sample is also a cyclic 
ferric oxide cluster which contains six Fe3+ ions and six completely depro-
tonated (tea)3- ligands (Figure 5.3b, in the following denoted as Fe6-
cluster). This cluster has the coordination environment analogous to that of 
Fe10Ln10 by using teaH3 instead of Me-teaH3 as ligand.[275]
Figure 5.3: The structure of a) [FeIII7O3(O2CCMe3)9(teaH)3(H2O)3][277], b) [FeIII6-
(tea)6]Â6MeOH as reference clusters. OR = Me-teaH3 ligand [275], c) [Ln6(Me-teaH)6-
(NO3)6] (Ln = Tm and Dy).[275,278] 
a) b) c) 
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5.5 UV/Vis Absorption Spectroscopy 
For Ln10Ln10 clusters as reference, two clusters which contain only lan-
thanide ions were synthesized: [Tm6(Me-teaH)6(NO3)6] Â6H2O and [Dy6-
(Me-teaH)6(NO3)6] (see Figure 5.3c, in the following denoted as Tm6- and 
Dy6-cluster). The synthetic process and magnetic properties were reported 
by Murray et al.[278] These homometallic clusters contain one unique Dy3+
ion coordinated with one (Me-teaH)2-, one nitrate as well as one methanol 
solvent molecule. The repeating unit of Dy-oxygen exhibits an analog ring 
structure to Fe10Ln10 clusters and can be used as reference compounds. 
5.5UV/Vis Absorption Spectroscopy 
The UV/Vis absorption spectra of Fe10Ln10 clusters in comparison with the 
reference Fe6-cluster are shown in Figure 5.4. All Fe10Ln10 clusters inclu-
ding the Fe6 cluster have similar absorption spectra. A characteristic broad 
absorption band centers at about 200 nm with a shoulder at 300 nm, 
extending to the visible region. Since those clusters contain Fe-O-Ln re-
peating units, it is worth determining the origin of this transition at 300 nm. 
In other words, for pump-probe experiments, one should especially be 
interested in answering which part, or unit, in the cluster (e.g. Fe3+, oxygen, 
Ln3+ or ligand) gives rise to this transition. In Figure 5.5, the UV/Vis ab-
sorption spectrum of Fe10Tm10 clusters in the solid state[275] is shown. The
corresponding spectrum for Fe2O3 nanoparticles is given in Ref. [279] for 
comparison. This bulk Fe2O3 showed a broad absorption band in the range 
of 200 ± 500 nm with an absorption maximum at 300 nm. This high energy 
absorption band can be assigned mainly to the direct allowed ligand to 
metal charge transfer (LMCT) and partly to the Fe3+ ligand field 
transitions[279,280], which are characteristic of iron oxide nanomateri-
als.[279,281-283] The LMCT band has been associated with the electronic 
transition of O2- to the t2g and eg orbitals of Fe3+ in the iron oxide
cluster.[282-284] By the calculations of one-electron molecular orbitals of Fe3+
oxides and oxide hydroxides, the average energy of the quartet ligand fields 
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states arising from the (t2g)3(eg)2 configuration, have been estimated to be
325 nm.[282] However, three additional absorption bands peaking at 468, 
690 and 795 nm are quite different from the iron oxide cluster (see Figure 
5.5). These bands could be explained by doped Tm3+ ions in Fe10Tm10
clusters. The studies of Tm3+-doped glass[285-288]  suggest that these bands 
arise from the 3H6 ĸ 1G4, 3H6 ĸ 3H3 and 3H6 ĸ 3H4 transitions of Tm3+
corresponding to 465, 685 and 790 nm, respectively. As a result, it can be 
determined that the absorption band at 310 nm in Figure 5.4 originates 
from a ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) absorption within the iron 
oxide unit in the Fe10Ln10 clusters. 
Figure 5.4: UV/Vis absorption spectra of Fe10Ln10 and Fe6-clusters in diluted 
solution. The spectrum of Fe6-cluster is highlighted by red color. 
The transitions originating from lanthanide ions in Fe10Ln10 clusters 
can also be observed in solution. Figure 5.6a shows the UV/Vis absorption 
spectra of the solution of Fe10Ho10 in comparison with that of Ho(NO3)3. 
The spectrum of Ho-nitrate shows several narrow and weak peaks between 
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5.5 UV/Vis Absorption Spectroscopy 
350 and 700 nm which can be attributed to Ho3+ ions. It is well known that 
trivalent lanthanide ions possess unique spectral properties caused by the 4f
- 4f electronic transitions within the 4f shell being shielded by the outer 
filled 5s2 and 5p6 shells. This shielding leads to weak interactions of the 4f
electrons with their surroundings. Furthermore, there are only weak pertur-
Figure 5.5: UV/Vis absorption spectrum of Fe10Tm10 clusters in solid state.[275]
Figure 5.6: UV/Vis absorption spectra of a) Fe10Ho10 (blue) clusters and Ho-
nitrate (black) measured in a 1 mm cuvette. The curve in red shows an enlarged 
curve from Fe10Ho10; b) Fe10Dy10, Dy6-clusters, Dy(NO3)3 as well as Me-teaH3 
ligand measured in a 1 mm cuvette. 
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bations of the electronic transitions between the energy levels of the 4f
orbitals. As a consequence, this leads to nearly atom like narrow-line 
absorption and emission spectra with an excited state lifetime reaching the 
millisecond timescale.[289-292] Meanwhile, in the spectrum of Fe10Ho10,
those peaks arising from Ho3+ ions can be observed when one enlarges the 
spectrum (Figure 5.6a, red). This indicates that the broad band observed at 
300 nm cannot be assigned to any transitions within lanthanide ions. 
Further UV/Vis absorption spectroscopic measurements were performed in 
Fe10Dy10, Dy6-cluster, Dy-nitrate as well as the Me-teaH3 and teaH3 ligands 
for comparison. The spectra are shown in Figure 5.6b. The lanthanide 
absorption bands are not observed in the absorption spectrum, because of 
their low absorption coefficients. The absence of the strong absorption at 
300 nm in the Dy6-cluster, Dy-nitrate and the corresponding ligands 
indicates that those compounds should not be taken into account in further 
pump-probe experiments. Moreover, UV/Vis absorption spectra of Ȗ-Fe2O3 
and Į-Fe2O3 nanoparticles have been reported and exhibited a broad 
absorption from the visible to UV region, with a maximum at a300
nm.[279,293] As a conclusion, according to the experiments and literature, the 
peak at 300 nm is assigned to LMCT within the iron oxide unit in Fe10Ln10 
clusters. Therefore, pump-probe experiments, in which the excitation 
wavelength was set at 310 nm, were focused on the ultrafast dynamics in 
iron oxide unit. The ultrafast dynamics will be represented in the next 
section.  
5.6Ultrafast Dynamics in Iron-lanthanide Clusters 
All transients of Fe10Ln10 clusters as well as the Fe6-cluster are shown in 
Figure 5.7 and can be fitted with tri-exponential functions delivering three 
time constants: the first time constant (Ĳ1) on subpicosecond timescale and 
the second one (Ĳ2) within a few picoseconds, the third time constant (Ĳ3) on 
the order of about 100 ps. All time constants and corresponding relative 
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amplitudes defined by ݎ݈݁Ǥ ܣ௜ ൌ ܣ௜Ȁσܣ௜ are summarized in Table 5.1.
Reference measurements in Ho(NO3)3, Dy(NO3)3, Dy6-cluster, Tm6-
cluster, as well as pure ligand in solvent gave no a significant signals under 
the same experimental conditions. In contrast, the transients of Fe6 and Fe7-
cluster show a similar behavior in comparison to that of Fe10Ln10. 
Before discussing these three ultrafast time constants of Fe10Ln10
clusters, it is worth comparing the experimental results of the reference 
systems with literature values from earlier studies which might provide 
useful information about the ultrafast dynamics. Since references Fe6 and 
Fe7-cluster contain repeating Fe-O units, the ultrafast dynamics of Fe2O3
materials therefore can be compatibly used to explain the dynamics of 
these reference systems. The ultrafast dynamics for the Fe2O3 nanoparticles 
was studied by Cherepy et al.[279] using pump-probe techniques. Three dif-
ferent time constants 0.36, 4.2 and 67 ps (see Ref. [279] and Table 5.1) are 
reported. Colloidal nanocrystal heterodimers composed of a gold domain 
and an iron oxide domain have been investigated by means of femtosecond 
Figure 5.7: Temporal profiles of Fe10Ln10 and Fe6-clusters in diluted solution 
after excitation at 310 nm and probing at 550 nm. The spectrum of Fe6-cluster is 
highlighted by red color. 
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transient absorption spectroscopy in order to obtain the charge transfer at 
the interface between gold and iron oxide.[294] In this investigation, the time 
scales of ultrafast dynamics in iron oxide single nanocrystals were found to 
be: Ĳ1 = 120 ± 50 fs, Ĳ2 = 4 ± 1 ps, and Ĳ3 > 100 ps. By the study of carrier 
dynamics in Į-Fe2O3 (0001) thin films and single crystals by femtosecond 
transient absorption experiments, it was obtained that the relaxation of the 
³KRW´ HOHFWURQ WR WKH EDQG HGJHZDVZLWKLQ  IV WKH UHFRPELQDWLRQ RU
trapping of holes was within 5 ps, and the lifetime of trapped states was 
within hundreds of picoseconds.[295] Moreover, femtosecond laser spectro-
scopic experiments of a Fe3+-Nafion membrane showed a relaxation dyna-
mics for the excited state close to that observed in Į-Fe2O3 nanocrystallite 
colloidal solution as a reference, which resulted in three time constants: Ĳ1 
= 142 ± 30 fs, Ĳ2 = 4.5 ± 0.9 ps, Ĳ3 = 30 ps and the first relative amplitude 
rel. A1 = 0.65. In addition, the tri-exponential transient absorption decay of 
Į-Fe2O3 in SO3--water clusters was also obtained with time constants being
close to 320 fs, 1.5 ps and 31 ps.[296] Consequently, our data agree well 
with that obtained by previous studies. This means that the dynamics is 
dominated by the iron oxide domain in our systems, which also has been 
discussed in Section 5.3.3. Thus, a better understanding of the dynamics in 
Fe2O3 materials is the key to understand the dynamics in the systems inves-
tigated. 
Clusters 
Time constants Relative amplitudes 
Ĳ1 (fs) Ĳ2 (ps) Ĳ3 (ps) rel. A1 rel. A2 rel. A3 
Fe10Pr10 191 ± 20 2.1 ± 0.1 45 ± 4 0.81 0.13 0.06 
Fe10Nd10 272 ± 16 2.5 ± 0.2 99 ± 20 0.75 0.21 0.04 
Fe10Sm10 230 ± 15 2.7 ± 0.4 131 ± 20 0.82 0.11 0.07 
Fe10Eu10 298 ± 31 2.9 ± 0.4 121 ± 19 0.88 0.07 0.05 
Fe10Gd10 197 ± 18 1.9 ± 0.2 39 ± 6 0.79 0.15 0.06 
Fe10Tb10 258 ± 22 4.8 ± 0.6 45 ± 5 0.75 0.17 0.08 
Fe10Dy10 219 ± 19 2.7 ± 0.3 102 ± 13 0.77 0.14 0.09 
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Fe10Ho10 251 ± 26 4.4 ± 0.6 84 ± 12 0.78 0.12 0.10 
Fe10Er10 196 ± 18 3.2 ± 0.6 58 ± 10 0.64 0.20 0.16 
Fe10Tm10 305 ± 30 4.2 ± 0.7 150 ± 22 0.88 0.07 0.05 
Fe10Yb10 198 ± 21 2.5 ± 0.2 74 ± 12 0.72 0.16 0.12 
Fe10Lu10 293 ± 24 2.6 ± 0.3 67 ± 6 0.69 0.17 0.14 
Fe10Y10 382 ± 27 6.7 ± 1.2 40 ± 14 0.52 0.24 0.24 
Fe6 190 ± 15 5.2 ± 1.4 38 ± 11 0.61 0.23 0.16 
Fe7 367 ± 16 4.8 ± 0.8 57 ± 8 0.61 0.22 0.17 
Fe2O3[279] 360 ± 84 4.2 ± 1.6 67 ± 36 0.66 0.22 0.12 
Table 5.1: Time constants (Ĳi) and corresponding relative amplitudes (rel. Ai) of 
Fe10Ln10 clusters and reference Fe6- and Fe7-cluster in comparison to Fe2O3-nano-
particles[279]. 
These earlier studies of Fe2O3 materials mentioned above suggested that 
photoexcitation gives rise to direct transitions of electrons from the 2p-
valence band orbitals of O2- to the conduction band. The fast decay time of 
excited electrons is within the range of a few picoseconds while the 
trapping into trap states under the conduction band edge (with subpico-
second timescales) is the predominant phenomenon.[279,294,295] In single-
crystalline Fe2O3 hollow nanocrystals, Fan et al.[297] observed an ultrafast
relaxation and also subsequent slower relaxations upon excitation at 400 
nm originating mainly from the LMCT. They suggested that the ultrafast 
decay within 100-200 fs can be assigned to an initial fast relaxation of hot 
electrons to the conduction band edge. The second decay occurring on 
several picoseconds is attributed to the relaxation of the hot electrons to 
trap states under the conduction band or recombination of hot electrons to 
the valence band. The slow decay within tens to hundreds of picoseconds 
time scales exhibited the lifetime of trapping electrons.[297] The same 
ultrafast relaxation dynamics were also suggested by Joly et al. for carrier 
dynamics in Į-Fe2O3 (001) thin films.[295] As a consequence, the three time
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constants observed in Fe2O3 materials can be well explained using band 
structure theory in semiconductors. Since Fe10Ln10 clusters can be conside-
red as lanthanide ion doped iron oxide clusters with high impurities, the 
lanthanide ions create a bunch of trap states under the edge of the energy 
gap in the clusters. This level acts as a trap to bind either hot electrons or 
holes. However, the size of single Fe10Ln10 cluster is about 2-3 nm, much 
smaller than that of the widely studied Fe2O3 materials which are usually 
larger than 10 nm.[275] Thus, in these iron-lanthanide clusters, it is difficult 
to say whether the hot electrons delocalize in a conduction band around the 
ring, or localize in an LMCT transition state inside the iron oxide unit. One 
might assume that there is a quasi-continuous conduction band according to 
the higher lying LMCT transitions above 3 eV in giant molecular materials 
(see Ref. [282] and Section 5.3.3). Nevertheless, the time constants and 
corresponding relative amplitudes measured in Fe10Ln10, as well as Fe6- 
and Fe7-reference systems, are in good agreement with the literature values 
indicating analogue relaxation processes. However, there is no report on 
the effects of doping of Fe2O3 nanoparticles by trivalent ions such as Ln3+
and ultrafast relaxation processes. Coming back to the investigated sys-
tems, as sketched in Figure 5.8, after photoexcitation an electron undergoes 
a transition from the valence band to the conduction band. The electron in 
the conduction band is called the hot electron. The excitation wavelength 
corresponds to the distance between valence and conduction band, namely 
the energy gap, while the rest left in the valence band is called a hole. This 
hole can be treated as a positively charged particle. However, the electron 
in the conduction band and the hole in the valence band do not separate 
immediately, but form a tightly-bound charge pair via Coulomb interaction, 
which is usually defined as localized exciton.[298,299] Under the conduction 
band edge there are several trap states, which can be caused by defect of 
the cluster, the coordinated ligand, the surrounding or impurities doped in 
the cluster.[300] In the investigated systems, most of these states might arise 
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from the doped lanthanide ions. The hot electron relaxes to the minimum of 
the conduction band and/or traps rapidly into the trap states within 200-400 
fs. In general, an increasing impurity concentration in the semiconductor 
might give rise to a high density of trap states and therefore fast and 
efficient trapping of hot electron into these trap states. In comparison with 
the first time constant (190 ± 15 fs), the slower Ĳ1 for Fe10Ln10 clusters is 
possibly due to competing relaxation channels including vibronic relaxa-
tion to the band edge and trapping to the trap states. The second time 
constant (Ĳ2) of a few picoseconds can be assigned to the recombination of 
the hot electron to the hole, releasing energy to the surrounding instead of 
emitting photons. The slowest time constant (Ĳ3) exhibits the lifetime of the 
trap states. Although the ultrafast processes dominate within the iron 
oxygen domain, these three corresponding time constants are essentially 
different with various doped lanthanide ions (Table 5.1). These important 
differences may result from the influence of the lanthanide ions. 
Figure 5.8: Scheme for ultrafast carrier dynamics in a ligand-metal charge transfer 
(LMCT) state in an iron oxide domain. 
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Now the influence of lanthanide ions on the ultrafast dynamics will be 
discussed. A simplified summarization of the first and second time constant 
correlated to corresponding relative amplitudes is plotted in Figure 5.9. In 
general, the influence of lanthanide ions on the first time constant (Ĳ1) leads 
to a slow decay but to a higher efficiency (high relative amplitude rel. A1) 
compared to the Fe6-cluster. In contrast, the effect of Ln3+ gives rise to a
quick recombination (Ĳ2) of the hot electron back to the hole. However, 
there is not a trend in all time constants and relative amplitudes through the 
trivalent lanthanide ion series. Significant differences with opposed beha-
viors were observed in Fe10Er10, and Fe10Tm10 clusters, which also show 
differences in color and magnetism. The first time constant and the corre-
sponding relative amplitude (0.64) of Fe10Er10 is similar to that of the Fe6-
cluster (see Table 5.1), and therefore they have the analogue physical 
behaviors (in color and magnetism). In contrast to Fe10Er10, Fe10Tm10 and 
Fe10Eu10 have the highest first relative amplitudes (0.88), indicating that 
the trapping of hot electron into trap states is more efficient. The influence 
of other lanthanide ions on the dynamics seems to be more complicated and 
do not follow any obvious rules. Nevertheless, although it is known that the 
4f-electrons of lanthanide ions have weak effects on the surrounding due to 
the shielding effect by 5s- and 5p-electrons, experimental results clearly 
show significant effects on the ultrafast dynamics. It is worth mentioning 
here that the significant effects on the surrounding between thulium and 
erbium ions are not observed for the first time. Earlier studies on the 
electron-phonon coupling strength of nine lanthanide ions in LiYF4-host 
lattices by Elles et al.[301,302] using temperature-dependent line broadening 
measurements reported that Tm3+ shows an efficient interaction with pho-
nons from lattices in contrast to Er3+. For the whole series of lanthanide 
ions in the periodic table, the interaction shows a symmetric behavior: the 
electron-phonon coupling is strong in the beginning, and at the end of the 
series, while it is weak in the middle. However, until now, this has not led 
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to a further understanding of a possible variation of the electron-phonon 
coupling strength through the trivalent lanthanide ion series.[302] In the case 
of Fe10Y10, the effect on the ultrafast dynamics behaves exactly opposite to 
that of Fe10Ln10, as if it does not belong to one of the lanthanide elements. 
It is well known that, under the rare earth element term one usually inclu-
des also scandium (Sc) and yttrium (Y) although they have a different 
electronic configuration (without 4f electrons).[303,304] However, with the 
absence of electrons in the 4d and 4f electron shells the Y3+ ion is in a strict 
sense a transition metal ion rather than a lanthanide ion. 
Figure 5.9: Plot of the relaxation decay Ĳi versus corresponding relative amplitude 
rel. Ai (i = 1 for a) and 2 for b)). The Fe6-cluster is set to the zero reference point.
Note that the excitonic relaxation dynamics might cause exciton-
exciton annihilation, when two or more excitons are generated in one Fe-O 
unit. Further experiments were performed using pump-intensity dependent 
pump-probe technique in Fe10Er10 clusters, for example. As shown in 
Figure 5.10, the differences between high- and low-intensity excitation in 
the decay profiles are not significant. Their corresponding maximums of 
amplitudes, and the amplitudes at 5 ps of the transient absorption respon-
ses, exhibit a linear dependence on the excitation energy. This suggests the 
possibility of localized excitation, and therefore, it can be attributed to 
a) b) 
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exciton annihilation processes (one exciton pro Fe-O unit). Moreover, 
probe wavelength-dependent studies showed a wavelength-independent 
behavior (see Appendix C.1). Those results are in good agreement with that 
in Fe2O3 nanoparticles.[279]
Figure 5.10: Transient absorption responses of Fe10Er10 with different pump pulses 
intensities (1.0, 0.7, 0.5 and 0.4 J) and probe at 550 nm. The inset shows the 
corresponding amplitudes of the transient absorption scale linearly with the pump 
intensity. 
5.7Energy Gaps 
The UV/Vis absorption spectra of Fe10Ln10 clusters do not differ much 
from the spectrum of the Fe6-cluster as well as Fe2O3 nanoparticles which 
are usually called bulk material.[305] As shown in Figure 5.4, the spectra 
exhibit a sharp step-function-like increase in absorption at energies close to 
the energy gap, which generally refers to the energy difference between the 
conduction and valence band. The optical energy gap with allowed transi-
tions can be determined using the Tauc¶V equation:[306,307] 
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Ƚ݄ݒ ൌ ܣ଴൫݄ݒ െ ܧ௢௣௧ሻ௡     (5.1) 
where Į is the absorption coefficient measured as a function of photon 
energy hv, and A0 is a constant determined by the transition probability and 
related to the properties of the materials. Eopt is the optical energy gap and 
n is a number that depends on the type of transition process where n = 1/2, 
2, 3/2, or 3 corresponding to allowed direct, allowed indirect, forbidden 
direct, and forbidden indirect electronic transition, respectively. Since the 
transitions in Fe2O3 are allowed direct, the Tauc equation requires n = 1/2 
for all iron-lanthanide clusters. Therefore, a straight line fit to a plot of 
ሺߙ݄ݒሻଶ versus ݄ݒ gives a linear version of the Tauc equation as shown in
Figure 5.11 with the reference Fe6-cluster as an example. Here the optical 
energy gap Eopt value is determined by the intersection of the curve tangent 
with the x-axis. Its value is found to be 3.48 eV. This optical energy gap is 
much larger than in other Į-Fe2O3 nanoparticles (~2.13 eV)[308] due to the
ring structure. Since semiconductors have typical energy gaps of one or 
two eV or less, while the energy gaps of typical insulators are of order 5-10 
eV,[309] the iron lanthanide clusters can be considered as a quasi-semicon-
ductor with energy gaps around 3.5 eV. It is worth mentioning that the size 
of bulk matter can influence the electron energy gaps.[310] In bulk matter, as 
the size increases and reaches the nanometer scale, the overlap of numerous 
orbitals leads to a decrease of the energy levels and therefore narrow the 
width of the energy gap.[311,312] It can be observed that the energy gap 
displays a blue shift with decreasing size.[313-315] Thus, the ideal reference 
Fe10Fe10 may have a different energy gap in comparison with the Fe6-
clusters. The energy gap values of Fe10Ln10 can be calculated using Tauc 
equation and the results are shown in Figure 5.12 and summarized in Table 
5.2. 
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Figure 5.11: The Tauc plot shows the relationship between the incident photon 
energy (hv) and the absorption coefficient (Į) near the absorption edge of Fe6-
cluster. The optical energy gap (Eopt) can be calculated according to 3.48 eV. Inset 
shows the absorption spectrum of the Fe6-cluster. 
Figure 5.12: Tauc plot showing the position of the optical energy gap values for 
Fe10Ln10 clusters. 
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Cluster Energy gap      (eV) Cluster 
Energy gap 
     (eV) Cluster 
Energy gap 
     (eV) 
Fe10Pr10 3.76 Fe10Tb10 3.67 Fe10Yb10 3.69 
Fe10Nd10 3.73 Fe10Dy10 3.71 Fe10Lu10 3.67 
Fe10Sm10 3.80 Fe10Ho10 3.77 Fe10Y10 3.51 
Fe10Eu10 3.85 Fe10Er10 3.61 Fe6 3.48 
Fe10Gd10 3.79 Fe10Tm10 3.73 
Table 5.2: The optical energy gaps (Eopt) of Fe10Ln10 clusters and reference sample 
Fe6-FOXVWHUGHWHUPLQHGXVLQJ7DXF¶VHTXDWLRQ. 
Obviously, the energy gaps of Fe10Ln10 are larger than that of the 
reference Fe6-cluster. The influence of lanthanide ions on the ultrafast 
dynamics in Fe10Ln10 clusters by pump-probe studies is comparable to that 
on the energy gaps. A direct comparison between the energy gaps with the 
first relative amplitudes of the first relaxation process is shown in Figure 
5.13. It is clear that the energy gaps are well correlated with the first 
relative amplitudes. If the first relative amplitudes were assigned to the 
efficiency of trapping process, then the larger the energy gap is, the more 
efficient hot electrons trap. From the UV/Vis absorption spectra of 
Fe10Ln10 clusters, addition of Ln3+ ions led to an increase in the effective
energy gap and consequently the blue shift in the absorption threshold 
(Figure 5.4 inset). This upward band increasing suppresses, therefore, the 
electron-hole recombination processes leading to more efficient trapping. 
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Figure 5.13: Scheme for number of 4f-electrons of trivalent lanthanide ions 
(exclusive yttrium ions) versus the first relative amplitudes (rel. A1) (square) and 
the optical energy gap (circle) of iron-lanthanide clusters. Reference Fe6-cluster 
was set as zero point for the relative amplitude axis. 
5.8Photolysis of Iron-lanthanide Clusters 
During photoexcitation the pump pulses create a hole nearby the oxygen 
and cause a transition of a hot electron to the iron ion in the iron oxide 
domain via ligand to metal charge transfer (LMCT). According to the first 
relative amplitude, trapping likely occurs at a large fraction of the hot ele-
ctrons. The trapped electrons then lead to a high electronic density around 
the iron ion and make the Fe3+ ion acting like a pseudo-Fe2+ ion (see the 
picture on the cover of this chapter). A previous study of the absorption 
spectrum of electrons injected into Į-Fe2O3 colloidal particles using pulse-
radiolysis technique, reported assignment of a broad absorption band 
extending at least from 500 to 900 nm to electrons trapped at Fe3+ sites, 
reducing them to Fe2+.[316] ,I ³)H2+´ H[LVWV DIWHU SKRWRH[FLWDWLRQ LQ WKLV
FOXVWHUV\VWHPWKHQWKLV³)H2+´PD\EHGHWHFWHGXVLQJSRWDVVLXPIHUULF\D-
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nide (K3[FeIII(CN)6]). In this section, irradiation experiments, including
steady-state absorption and transient absorption measurements, were des-
cribed in details to support this assumption. 
5.8.1 Irradiation Experiments 
In irradiation experiments, Fe10Er10 and Fe10Tm10 clusters were chosen 
because of their opposite properties in color, magnetism and ultrafast dy-
namics. A mixture of Fe10Er10 clusters with potassium ferricyanide was 
irradiated by a xenon arc lamp (Müller Elektronik-Optik, wavelength spec-
trum see Appendix C.2). A deep blue color precipitation was formed within 
1 second (see Figure 5.14). After a long time of irradiation, a deep blue 
color precipitation dominates the entire cuvette. The same experimental 
results were observed in Fe10Tm10 clusters (Figure 5.15), as well as in Fe6-
clusters. In contrast to Fe10Er10 and Fe10Tm10, the color change in the Fe6-
cluster requires a much longer time.[275] Reference samples such as a 
mixture of the Dy6-cluster with potassium ferricyanide, potassium ferri-
cyanide alone, potassium ferricyanide in Dy(NO3)3, and Ho(NO3)3 solution, 
as well as the mixture of Fe10Tm10 with potassium ferrocyanide (K4[FeII-
(CN)6]) were prepared under the same conditions for comparison.  No color 
change was observed in these systems. Moreover, direct photolysis of 
Fe10Ln10 clusters gives rise to the destruction of the ring structure and 
produces a brown suspension. The UV/Vis absorption spectra of Fe10Tm10 
clusters alone after different irradiation times are shown in Figure 5.16. An 
additional absorption peaking at 420 nm rises after irradiation indicating 
the production of iron(III) oxyhydroxide.[317,318] However, the time required 
to destroy the clusters is much slower than that for the reaction between 
Fe10Tm10 and potassium ferricyanide. A high-pass filter (Schott, WG305) 
was applied in irradiation measurements to avoid damaging the clusters. 
Under this condition, the clusters are more stable against irradiation (see 
Appendix C.3). Consequently, one can safely estimate that the deep blue 
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color arise from the reaction between Fe10Ln10 cluster and potassium ferri-
cyanide. This reaction occurs even by excitation with sunlight. In the sun-
light, deep blue colloidal substances begin to form in the mixture after a 
few minutes. However, under darkness, the mixture can be kept clear for 
months.[275]
Figure 5.14: Irradiation experiments of the mixture solution containing Fe10Er10
clusters and potassium ferricyanide. 
 (before)  (after) 
Figure 5.15: Irradiation experiments with filter glass (Ȝ > 270 nm transmissive) of 
the mixture solution containing Fe10Tm10 clusters and potassium ferricyanide. 
1 s 5 s n s 
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5.8.2 UV/Vis Absorption Spectroscopy of the Irradiation Product 
Figure 5.16: UV/Vis absorption spectra of Fe10Tm10 clusters after different 
irradiation times with a xenon arc lamp (measured in a 1 mm cuvette). 
5.8.2 UV/Vis Absorption Spectroscopy of the Irradiation 
Product 
The UV/Vis absorption spectrum of the clear filtrate from the deep blue 
solution is shown in Figure 5.17 in comparison to that of Prussian blue, 
Fe10Tm10 clusters, and potassium ferricyanide. It is well known that 
Prussian blue as a mixed valence compound with a high spin Fe3+ ligated 
with six N atoms, or a low spin Fe2+ ligated with six C atoms of cyanide, 
can be readily obtained, when Fe3+ connects to [Fe(CN)6]4- or Fe2+ to
[Fe(CN)6]3-.[319] From the absorption spectrum of Prussian blue, a broad
band centered at 690 nm is associated with a metal-metal charge transfer 
(MMCT) band from Fe2+ to Fe3+ through a cyanide-ligand bridge.[320,321] 
The absorption spectrum of the complex from Fe10Tm10 with potassium 
ferricyanide after irradiation, as shown in Figure 5.19a, presents one 
transition at 310 nm, which can be assigned to ligand metal charge transi-
tions within the iron oxide unit and the transition at 600 nm being assigned 
to the metal to metal electron transition through the CN-bridge in compa-
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rison with the absorption spectrum of Prussian blue at 690 nm. Since the 
MMCT transition is not possible either from Fe3+ to Fe3+ or from Fe2+ to 
Fe2+, showing the blue coloration, therefore, the UV/Vis spectrum indicates 
that the irradiated compound contained an Fe3+-CN-Fe2+ unit which bears 
the Prussian blue analogous spectral properties.  The MMCT band in the 
irradiation product undergoes a blue shift (about 100 nm) to higher ener-
gies in comparison with Prussian blue. The absorption spectra of Fe10Tm10 
clusters alone and potassium ferricyanide did not show any absorption band 
in the range of 500-800 nm. A new peak at 420 nm may arise from the 
remaining potassium ferricyanide in solution or from a defected product of 
the Fe10Tm10 cluster after long time irradiation (see Figure 5.16). Photo-
induced reaction of the Fe6-cluster and potassium ferricyanide can take 
place under the same conditions. As shown in Figure 5.17b, a broad absor-
ption band exhibits the MMCT transition. (For more details about structu-
ral analysis of irradiation product see Ref. [275]) 
Figure 5.17: a) UV/Vis absorption spectra of Prussian blue (black), Fe10Tm10 (red), 
and Fe10Tm10 with K3[FeIII(CN)6] after irradiation with UV-lamp (blue). b)
Reference measurement with a mixture of Fe6-cluster and potassium ferricyanide. 
(Measurements were carried out in a 1 mm cuvette). 
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5.8.3 Pump-probe Spectroscopy of the Irradiation Product 
Upon photoexcitation of the compounds into an MMCT band, an electron 
undergoes an optical transfer process, which can be detected in time-
resolved pump-probe measurements.[322-324] The ultrafast dynamics of 
charge transfer processes on the MMCT band of Prussian blue was studied 
by Arnett et al.[321] In their study, a rapid initial decay from a sub-pico-
second to picosecond time scale implied vibronic relaxation and back-
electron transfer (BET) from a new product state (MMCT), and a relatively 
long-lived relaxation suggested to be the lifetime of a charge transfer state 
(CT-state) on a scale of a few hundred picoseconds. Recent transient absor-
ption studies of Prussian blue, including excitation and probing with both 
infrared and visible pulses, were reported by Weidinger et al. [325]. The 
result showed that an initial transient bleach which vibrational relaxation in 
18 ps was followed by a slower decay on a long (about 370 ps) time scale 
in IR pump-800 nm probe experiments. The long-lived CT-states have also 
been suggested to explain the long decay time component in the transient 
absorption measurements. Moreover, long-lived CT-states in the nanose-
cond regime were also observed in Prussian blue analogue such as cobalt-
containing metal cyanides (CoIII-CN-FeII).[326] For comparison, pump-probe 
experiments of Prussian blue in water were performed at room temperature 
after excitation at 310 nm and probed at 550 nm and 650 nm (Figure 5.18). 
Globe fit of the transients with a tri-exponential function results in three 
time decay constants: (505 ± 25) fs, (15 ± 5) ps, and (393 ± 16) ps. The 
third time constant on a few hundred picoseconds is in good agreement 
with the literature values for the long lifetime of CT-states.[321,325] 
The pump-probe measurements of the irradiation product from the 
mixture of Fe6-cluster and potassium ferricyanide show a transient blea-
ching which is analogue to Prussian blue (Figure 5.19a). The time 
constants could be determined as (922 ± 63) fs, (9 ± 2) ps, and (266 ± 32) 
ps, bearing similar decay time scales as those observed in Prussian blue in 
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earlier studies[321,325]. The decay curves measured in the irradiation product 
of the mixture of Fe10Tm10 and potassium ferricyanide do not differ from 
those of the Fe6-cluster with potassium ferricyanide and Prussian blue 
(Figure 5.19b). A tri-exponential fit up to 50 ps results in three time 
constants: (565 ± 60) fs, (5 ± 0.6) ps, and >> 50 ps. The measurements with 
higher delay time than 50 ps were disturbed by newly produced irradiation 
product in solution. Nevertheless, the long-lived time constant can still be 
observed. 
Figure 5.18: Temporal profiles of Prussian blue after excitation at 310 nm and 
probing at a) 550 nm and b) 650 nm.
Figure 5.19: Temporal profiles of irradiation products from a) Fe6-cluster and 
potassium ferricyanide and b) Fe10Tm10 and potassium ferricyanide after excitation 
at 310 nm and probing at 550 nm.
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5.9Conclusion and Outlook 
In conclusion, the ultrafast dynamics in cyclic coordination iron-lanthanide 
clusters (Fe10Ln10) were investigated applying pump-probe spectroscopic 
technique in combination with UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy. These 
clusters showed similar decay profiles of optical responses, which originate 
from the LMCT transitions within iron-oxygen domain. The fastest decay 
(200-400 fs) is possibly due to a high density of mid-energy gap trap states 
induced by doped lanthanide ions, while the second and third decays 
correspond to electron-hole recombination and the lifetime of trapped 
exciton, respectively. Due to the high density of trap states, the trapping 
rates are very rapid and efficient depended on the doped lanthanide ions. In 
addition, photoreactions between Fe10Ln10 clusters and potassium ferri-
cyanide reveal the presence of a pseudo-Fe2+ ion produced by photo-
excitation. This experimental observation can provide a better under-
standing of the dynamics. Although the dynamics have been studied 
thoroughly for the whole trivalent lanthanide ions, the question how 
lanthanide ions influence the dynamics remains unclear. Further study on 
this topic will be focused on two aspects: the size-dependent ultrafast 
dynamics as well as size-dependent ultrafast magnetization dynamics in 
size-controlled iron-lanthanide clusters. 
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Appendix 
A.1: The home-built femtosecond laser system. 
Appendix 
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Appendix 
A.2: The associated system for the femtosecond laser system. 
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A.3: Calibration of spectral peaks (circle: without filter, square: with filter) in the 
Vis (a) and NIR (b) regions using the corresponding reference filters (ThorLabs). 
Appendix 
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B.1: Spectral narrowing of the probe pulse inside the optical compressor with two 
variable positioning metal plates. 
B.2: UV/Vis absorption spectra of CdTPP in THF after different irradiation times 
using a xenon arc lamp. After 2 hours, the bands completely disappeared. In 
contrast to CdTPP, MgTPP in THF was more stable under irradiation. 
Appendix 
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B.3: Transient response of CdTPP in THF after excitation at 610 nm and probing at 
615 nm. The measurement was performed in a standing cuvette. The response 
becomes positive (¨OD-value) at delay times exceeding 1 ps. 
C.1: Probe wavelengths dependence of Fe10Tm10 clusters after excitation at 310 
nm. 
Appendix 
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C.2: Wavelength spectrum of a xenon arc lamp (Müller Elektronik-Optik ). 
C.3: UV/Vis absorption spectra of Fe10Er10 clusters after different irradiation times 
with a xenon arc lamp (without (a) and with (b) filter glass WG305, Ȝ > 270 nm 
transmissive (dot)). 
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